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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study is to derive new tests for the equality of the means in two 

independent or dependent stationary time series, based on bootstrap critical values. 

Required properties of these tests include satisfactory probability of Type I errors, and 

high power. It is shown how critical points for various sample sizes and significance 

levels can be obtained by applying the parametric bootstrap. A limited Monte Carlo 

simulation study is conducted to illustrate the validity of the bootstrap approximation 

of the exact critical values, by producing satisfactory probability of Type I errors. It 

also shows that the newly proposed tests compare favourably with standard two- 

sample tests in the absence of serial correlation, under the null hypothesis of equal 

means, but are more powerful than the well-known t -test if small and moderate 

correlation structures are present, for a wide range of parameter values. All findings 

and conclusions of the Monte Carlo simulations are reported. 



OPSOMMING 

Die doe1 van hierdie studie is die ontwikkeling van nuwe twee-steekproeftoetse vir die 

vergelyking van twee gemiddeldes in twee onafhanklike 6f afhanklike stasionke 

tydreekse, deur gebruik te maak van skoenlus-gebaseerde kritieke waardes. 

Vooropgestelde eienskappe van die nuwe toetse sluit bevredigende waarskynlikhede 

op Tipe I foute in, asook hoe onderskeidingsvermo&. Daar word aangetoon hoe 

skoenlus-gebaseerde kritieke waardes bereken kan word deur gebruik te maak van die 

parametriese skoenlusmetode. 'n Beperkte Monte Carlo simulasiestudie word 

uitgevoer om aan te toon dat die skoenlusbenadering van die eksakte kritieke waardes 

bevredigende waarskynlikhede van Tipe I foute lewer. Dit is ook duidelik uit die 

studies dat die nuwe voorgestelde toetse gunstig vergelyk met standaard twee- 

steekproeftoeste in die afwesigheid van seriese korrelasie, onder die nulhipotese van 

gelyke gemiddeldes, maar dat die nuwe toetse oor hoer onderskeidingsvermoe beskik 

as die welbekende r - toets as klein en matige korrelasiestrukture teenwoordig is, oor 
.- 

'n wye reeks parameterwaardes. Alle uitkomstes en gevolgtrekkings uit die Monte 

Carlo simulasies word gerapporteer. 



PREFACE 

The purpose of the study is to develop new tests for the equality of means in two 

independent or dependent stationary time series, based on bootstrap critical values, so 

that the new tests will have satisfactory probability of Type I errors and high power. 

Monte Carlo simulation studies are performed to illustrate the validity of the bootstrap 

approximation of the exact critical values and to determine the power of the newly 

proposed testing procedures. 

Chapter 1 presents a brief review of popular two sample tests for independent and 

topendent samples. Chapter 2 describes basic concepts cif :kc bootstrap methodology. 

In Chapter 3 a brief review of time series theory is presented. Chapter 4 introduces the 

newly developed test procedures. Chapter 5 gives the results of the Monte Carlo 

studies and conclusions. 

In Chapter 1 the traditional parametric and non-parametric tests used for comparison 

of both independent and dependent data are discussed, regarding the means and 

medians of the populations concerned. 

Chapter 2 describes important concepts regarding the bootstrap method, together with 

examples of the bootstrap applied to time series data and related fields, illustrating the 

skills that will be used in developing the new tests. 

Chapter 3 summarizes time series theory and the concepts needed for developing the 

new tests, such as autocovariance, autocorrelation function and partial 

autocorrelation function, together with related examples, illustrating the concepts 

needed for the new tests. 

The new test procedures are developed in Chapter 4, involving general formulations 

of time series, as well as the simple AR(1)-model. Terms such as the bootstrap 

distribution of the test statistic, dependencehndependence, equality of trends and 

serially correlated data form part of this section, as it is applied in the new 

procedures. 



In Chapter 5, the results of the Monte Carlo studies are discussed, together with the 

conclusions and recommendations. The first focus of the Monte Carlo studies is to 

examine the reliability of the bootstrap critical values of the tests concerned, with 

regard to the achieved probabilities of Type I errors. The performance of the bootstrap 

critical values is therefore also compared with the behaviour of standard two-sample 

tests described in Chapter 1. The final focus of the Monte Carlo studies centres around 

power calculations. 
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CHAPTER 1 

REVIEW OF TWO SAMPLE TESTS 

During the past four decades fast and cheap computation became available, which 

enabled new procedures for application to areas in statistics which previously had to 

be considered impractical. It caused the replacement of theoretical analysis by 

computational methods. The new methods, however, have limitations as well, but 

should be evaluated for their usability when they fail. One such method is the 

bootstrap method, which was first introduced by Efron (1979). The bootstrap method 

will be introduced in Chapter 2, and will be used to develop new two-sample test 

procedures. However, a review of standard methods will first be presented below. 

In Chapter 1 below a brief review of popular two sample tests is given. These tests are 

generally used in statistical practice, tests for independent and dependent samples are 

discussed. 

Section 1.1 starts off with parametric and nonparametric two sample tests for the 

equality of means and medians. In Section 1.2 parametric two sample tests for the 

equality of variances for both the independent and dependent cases are discussed 

respectively. In Section 1.3 two sample tests for the equality of distributions are 

considered, for two independent samples and for two dependent samples. In Section 

1.4 standard ways of dealing with problems encountered in the data are discussed, and 

in Section 1.5 a brief summary on the extension of two sample tests to more 

dimensions is given. 

1.1 Two sample tests for the equality of means and medians 

According to Sheskin (2000:245-508), one field of application of the two-sample t- 

test is to determine if two parameters, such as two population means, are equal or not. 

For example, this test is needed for verifying the equality of the mean production of a 

factory that is using a new process, to the mean production when an old process is 

used, or to find out if a new procedure is superior to a current process. 

We now consider comparison tests in the parametric set up, applied to two 

independent samples. 



1.1.1 Parametric tests for two independent samples 

In the following section we discuss two parametric tests, i.e. the z-test and the t-test 

for two independent samples. 

1.1.1.1 The z-test for two independent samples 

In some occasions one would want to compare the means of two independent samples 

if the variances of the two underlying populations are known. In such situations the z- 

test for two independent samples should be employed, if normally distributed 

populations are available for sampling. The z-test assumes that the two samples are 

randomly selected from populations with normal distributions, with known variances, 

in an independent way. If large samples are taken, the effect on the test statistic if the 

normality assumption is violated, is concealed. For the z-test, the assumption of 

homogeneity of variance is not needed. 

Regarding hypotheses for the population means, Sheskin (2000:248) states the 

following elementary hypotheses to consider which will be used throughout this 

chapter: 

The null hypothesis is Ho : px - py = 0 .  

One of the following alternative hypotheses is suggested. 

H l : p X - ~ y f O  

HI : p X - p y  >O 

HI : p x  - p y  <O. 

The z-test statistic, for two independent samples, is applicable when the number of 

subjects in each sample is either equal or unequal. If the two samples are denoted by 

x = { x ~ , x ~  ,... ,Xnx]  and Y ={q,y2 ,..., Yny], with the sample sizes denoted by nx 

and ny respectively, then the z-statistic is defined by: 



where o$ and o: denote the underlying population variances with the sample means 

" x  "Y 2 2 
denoted by X = nil  x X, and Y = n;' x Y, respectively. If ox = oy = o2 , (1.1) 

simplifies to: 

The z critical value is evaluated with normal quantiles, because the z-test statistic 

follows a N (0, I) distribution. The following decision rules are applied: 

a) If the nondirectional alternative hypothesis H, : px - py z 0 is of concern, 

Ho : /lu - py = 0 is rejected if izl> z (a/2) at the specified a -level of 

significance, where z (a/2) represents the tabled critical two-tailed value in the z- 

distribution. 

b) If the directional alternative hypothesis HI : px - py > 0 is of concern, 

Ho : px - py = 0 is rejected if z z z (a), where the value of z should be positive 

and z ( a )  denotes the (1 - a)lh quantile of N (0.1) d' istribution. 

c) Similarly, if for the alternative hypothesis HI : px - py < 0 ,  Ho : px - py = 0 is 

rejected if the value z is negative and izl> z (a) . 

Confidence intervals for px -py can be computed to identify a range of values 

within which one can be confident to a specified degree that the true difference lies 

within the region specified by the interval, by using the normal percentiles. This 

confidence interval is specified by: 

Since o2 is generally not known, it is estimated from the sample data, by calculating 

the pooled sample variance: 



variances of the two samples {x,, i = 1,2 ,..., nx) and (Y,, j = 1.2 ,..., ny } respectively. 

Then the tnx+ny -2 -distribution should be used, unless nx and ny are large, as is 

explained in the next paragraph. 

1.1.1.2 The t-test for two independent samples 

The t-test for two independent samples is a parametric test to determine whether the 

two independent samples represent two populations with different mean values, if the 

sample sizes available are small. The t-test for two independent samples is based on 

the following assumptions: 

Each sample has been randomly selected from the population it represents. 

The distribution of data in the underlying population distribution from which each 

of the samples is obtained, is normal. 

Homogeneity of variance is also assumed. 

According to Rice (1995:389-400), the t-test statistic is applicable when the number 

of subjects in each sample is either equal or unequal, and the values of the underlying 

population variances are unknown. The t-test statistic is defined by: 

x-r 

where Sp denotes the pooled sample standard deviation, which is the square root of 

pooled variance formulated in (1.4) above. The denominator of the t-test statistic for 

two independent samples is referred to as the standard error of the difference, and is 

denoted by Sx- . 

When using the t-test statistic, the following results are valid for evaluating the null 

hypothesis: 

a) If the alternative hypothesis HI : px -py + 0 is employed, the decision rule is 

that Ho : px - py = 0 is rejected if it1 > tnx+,y -z (a/2) at the specified a -level 



of significance, where t, (a/2)  represents the tabled two-tailed value in the t- 

distribution with n degrees of freedom. 

b) If the alternative hypothesis HI : px -py > 0 is of interest, Ho : px -py = 0 is 

rejected if t > tnx+,, -2 (a) , whereby the value o f t  should be positive. 

c) If the alternative hypothesis H, : px - py < 0 is of concern, Ho : px - py = 0 is 

rejected if the value of t is negative and it1 > t,x+,-z (a). 

The confidence interval corresponding to the t-test for the difference between the two 

population means ( px - py ) is denoted by: 

(X - F) * t (a/2)  s ~ - ~ ,  ( 1-61 

where S X - ~  = Sp - + - and r (a/2)  represents the tabled critical two-tailed 
in: n: 

value of the t-distribution, for nx +ny -2 degrees of freedom, above which a 

proportion (1-a/2) of the distribution falls. This interval contains the possible 

differences between px and py , for which Ho : px - py = 0 will not be rejected at 

a -level of significance, if the interval includes zero. 

We have used the assumption that the two populations have the same variance. If the 

two variances are not assumed to be equal, a natural estimate of v a r ( 2 - P )  is 

s; s2 -+' , according to Rice (1995: 395). By using this expression in the denominator 
nx n, 

of the t statistic, causes the test statistic to have a distribution which is no longer a t- 

distribution. This distribution, however, can be closely approximated by a t- 

distribution with degrees of freedom calculated by the following expression, and 

rounded to the nearest integer: 



1.1.2 Nonparametric test for two independent samples 

In this Section we summarise a nonparametric test for testing the difference of meas 

for two independent samples. This test is referred to as the Mann - Whitney U test. 

Nonparametric tests are also referred to as distribution-free tests. These tests have the 

advantage of not requiring population assumptions such as the assumption of 

normality or homogeneity of variance. The nonparametric tests are more robust, i.e., if 

the data have one or two outliers for example, the influence of the outliers is 

restricted. 

1.1.2.1 Mann - Whitney U test 

The Mann - Whitney U test is a nonparametric test executed on rank order data, 

involving a design with two independent samples. The test is used to determine 

measures of effect usually defined in terms of the median values, denoted by 8 in the 

discussions below. The Mann - Whitney U test is based on the following 

assumptions: 

Each sample has been randomly selected from the population it represents. 

The two samples are independent of one another. 

The original variable observed is a continuous random variable. 

The underlying distributions from which the samples are derived are identical in 

shape. 

The hypotheses of interest for illustrating the Mann - Whitney U test, comprises of 

the following elementary cases suggested by Sheskin (2000:290-291): 

The null hypothesis is Ho : 4 = B2 , where Qi denotes the median of the i' 

" x  "Y 

population. This involves the quantities Ri = R, obtained from the samples, 
i=l j=l 

where nx = the first sample size and ny = the second sample size, and Ri and 

R, denote the ranks given to the jointly ranked observations in the first and 

second samples, i = 1,2, ..., nx and j = 1,2 ,..., ny . 

If one of the following alternative hypotheses is supported by the data, then the null 

hypothesis will not be supported. Furthermore, if n, = n, = n , the following intuitive 

argument illustrates the relationship between the possible alternative hypotheses and 

ranks given to the two sample's elements: 



n n 

0 HI : el t 8 2  : With respect to the sample data, we expect that x Ri t x R, . 

n n 

HI : el > O2 : With respect to the sample data, we expect that R, > x R, . 
i=1 ,=I 

n n 

HI : Ol < O2 : With respect to the sample data, we expect that x Ri < x R, . 
i=1 

The guidelines for ranking the values of two independent samples are as follows: 

(a) The values of both the samples are ranked together. 

(b) A rank of 1 is assigned to the lowest value in the joint sample, if there are no ties. 

Then a rank of 2 is assigned to the second lowest value, and so on, until the 

highest value is assigned a rank equal to N (where, N = nx + ny ). 

(c) When there are tied (similar) values present, the average of the ranks involved is 

assigned to all tied values. 

If we set U1 = nxny + n x ( n x + 1 ) - F R i a n d U 2 = n X n y +  ("Y - 2 R, ,- (1 -7) 
2 i=l ;=I 

" x  "Y 

where x Ri and x R, are the sum of the ranks for the two samples respectively, 
i=l ;=I 

then the value of U = min ( u ~ ,  U2) is referred to as the obtained Mann - Whitney U 

statistic. 

The null hypothesis is evaluated with a table of critical values for the Mann - Whitney 

U statistic at the specified a -level of significance, with the following results: 

(a) To support the alternative hypothesis HI :el t 82, the condition that 

U < unx,ny (a/2) should hold at a -level of significance, irrespective of whether 

"x "Y " x  "Y x R, > R, or x Ri < x R, , where (a/2)  is the lower a / 2  critical 

value for the Mann - Whitney U distribution with degrees of freedom nx and ny . 

(b) For the alternative hypothesis HI : el > 8 2  to be supported, the conditions that 

R1 > R2 and U < unx,ny (a) should hold, where R, = x R, nx and I 



are the means of the ranks from the fust and the second 

samples respectively. 

(c) For the alternative hypothesis HI : 81 < 8 2  to be supported, both the conditions that 

Rl < E2 and U < unx,ny ( a )  should hold. 

Regarding the power efficiency of the Mann - Whitney U test, when the underlying 

population distributions are normal, the asymptotic relative efficiency of the Mann - 

Whitney U test can be constructed with regard to the t-test for two independent 

samples. For population distributions that are not normal, the asymptotic relative 

efficiency is generally equal to or greater than unity. Another nonparametric rank- 

order procedure for evaluating a design involving two independent samples is a 

computer intensive test based on the Bootstrap Method. A bootstrap test is illustrated 

in Chapter 2 below. We will now turn to tests developed for the case when the two 

samples are dependent. 

1.1.3 Parametric test for two dependent samples 

The dependent data imply that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 

values in the two samples. That is, if { x i ,  i = 1,2, ..., n) and { q ,  i = 1,2, ..., n) are the 

two samples, then {xi) corresponds to ) in some way. According to Rice 

(1995:410-413), for paired samples, the analysis is based on the difference 

{ D ~  = X.  I - Y. 1 7  i = 42, ..., n) . In some applications, one may want to adopt a new 

process only if it exceeds the other current process by a specified amount, c. In this 

case, the null hypothesis can be stated to indicate that the difference between the two 

population means is equal to some constant ( px - py = c, where c = some constant). 

In this Section we study a parametric test for two dependent samples, referred to as 

the t-test for two dependent samples. 

1.1.3.1 The t-test for two dependent samples 

The parametric t-test for two dependent or paired samples is another inferential 

statistical test that is based on the t-distribution. According to Snedecor and Cochran 

(1980:83-89), the paired t-test is conducted when, for given paired samples (xi,q), 

i = 1, 2, ..., n ,  the means of the two samples (denoted by X and Y as before), are used 



to estimate the values of the population means px and py , and it is assumed that the 

values of the population variances, a; and 0; are unknown. The t-test for two 

dependent samples is based on the following assumptions: 

The sample of n subjects has been randomly selected from the population it 

represents. 

The distributions of the data in the underlying populations are normal. 

Regarding the hypotheses for the population means, the following elementary cases 

are considered: 

The null hypothesis of no effect is Ho : px - py = 0 .  

The possible alternative hypotheses are similar to those defined for the 

independent case. 

The t-test statistic for two dependent samples is referred to as the direct-difference 

equation (Sheskin, 2000:434-442) and it is defined by: 

where D = X - Y denotes the mean of the difference between the first sample and the 

second sample and SD denote the standard error of the mean difference. One way of 

calculating SB is by first calculating S D ,  which is the estimated population standard 

deviation of the difference defined by: 

where n is the number of paired subjects, and D, = X, - I: with i = 1,2 ,..., n . 

The standard error of the mean difference is then defined by: 

The following decision rules are applicable for the evaluation of the null hypothesis: 

(a) If the alternative hypothesis HI : px - py # 0 is employed, Ho : px - py = 0 is 

rejected if it1 > tnPl (a /2) ,  where tnPl (a/2)  is the upper a / 2  critical value of the 

t-distribution, with n - 1 degrees of freedom and a -level of significance. 



(b) For the alternative hypothesis Hl : px - py > 0 , Ho : px - py = 0 is rejected if 

t > tn-l ( a )  . 

(c) For the alternative hypothesis Hl : px - py < 0 ,  Ho : px - py = 0 is rejected if 

t < -tnPl ( a ) .  

According to Rice (1995:450-45 l), the confidence interval for E ( D )  = px -py = p~ 

for two dependent samples can be computed for px - py as follows: 

1.1.4 Nonparametric test for two dependent samples 

The nonparametric test for two dependent samples is referred to as the Wilcoxon 

matched-pairs signed-ranks test. 

1.1.4.1 Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test 

The Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test is a nonparametric test that is often 

regarded as being similar to a matched-pairs t-test. The Wilcoxon matched-pairs 

signed-ranks test is used to test for differences between groups of paired data when 

the data do not meet the assumptions associated with parametric tests. It is a 

nonparametric procedure employed in a hypothesis testing situation involving a 

design with two dependent samples. According to Sheskin (2000:467-476), we wish 

to evaluate a hypothesis with a matched-pairs test to determine whether or not, in the 

underlying populations represented by the samples, a measure of difference in the 

location of the population equals zero. The Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test 

is defined in terms of the medians of the populations, represented by 6'1 and O2 for the 

two populations. If a significance difference is indicated, it implies that it is very 

possible that the two samples represent two different populations. The Wilcoxon 



matched-pairs signed-ranks test determines whether or not the medians differ or not 

and is based on the following assumptions: 

a) The sample of n subjects has been randomly selected from the population it 

represents. 

b) The distribution of the difference in the populations represented by two samples is 

symmetric about the median of the population of the differences. 

Let ( x ,  ) i = 1 2 , ,  n represent pairs of subjects, then 

( Di = X. I - Y 1 7  i = 1,2, ..., n} is the difference between the first sample and the second 

sample. Let Ri represent the rank of the absolute value of the i" sample difference. 

Let OD represent the population median of the differences. 

The null hypothesis Ho : OD = 0 implies that the difference of the population medians 

is zero. With respect to the sample data, this means that, if Ho is true, we can expect 

"'I "'2 

that x Rk + = x Rl -, where Rj  + denotes the rank number of the jth positive 
k=l 1=1 

difference, R1 - denotes the rank number of the lth negative difference, ml = the 

number of positive differences and m2 = the number of negative differences, such 

"'2 

that ml + m2 = n . x R1 - therefore denotes the sum of the ranks of the absolute 
1=1 

"'I 

values of the differences with negative sign, and x Rk + is similarly defined for 
k=l 

differences with positive sign. 

One of the following alternative hypotheses is applicable: HI : OD # 0 ,  HI : OD > 0 or 

HI : OD < 0 .  If the chosen alternative hypothesis is supported by the data, then the null 

hypothesis is rejected. Again, the signed rank numbers given to the differences D, , 

can heuristically be associated with the alternative hypothesis, in the following way: 

"'1 "'2 

HI : OD # 0 : With respect to the sample data, we expect that 1 Rk + # 1 R1 - . 
k=l l=I 



"'I "r 
HI : 6, > 0 : With respect to the sample data, we expect that C R~ + > C R~ - 

k=l I=l 

"'I "'2 

HI : 6, < 0 : With respect to the sample data, we expect that C Rk + < C Rl - 
k=l I=l 

The Wilcoxon test gives the following rules that should be adhered to when ranking 

the difference for the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test: 

The absolute values of the differences { I  Di 1, i = 1,2, ..., n) are ranked. 

Any difference that is equal to zero is not ranked. 

When there are tied values in the differences, the average of the ranks involved is 

assigned to all values tied for a given rank. 

A rank of 1 should be assigned to the differenced value with the lowest absolute 

value, and a rank of n should be assigned to the differenced value with the highest 

absolute value. 

The latter equation allows one to check the accuracy of the values C Rk + and 
k=l 

m2 C RI -. If the relationship indicated by (1.12) is not obtained, it indicates that an 
1=1 

error has been made in the calculations. 

After the ranks have been given, the sign of the difference is attached to the rank 

number. 

 he value W- = min 1"' c R~ + I I m 2  , c R~ - 

signed-ranks test statistic, with the 

hypothesis: 

- 

following results used to evaluate the null 

I is designated as the Wilcoxon matched-pairs 

(a) To support Hl : 6, # 0 , the Wilcoxon test statistic (4 should be less or equal to 

the tabled critical two tailed value at a -level of significance (i.e., W < Wn (a/2), 

where Wn (a/2) is the lower a/2 critical value from the table of the Wilcoxon 



"'I "'2 

matched-pairs signed-ranks test), irrespective of whether x Rk + < x RI - or 
k=l I=1 

"'I "'2 

(b) To support HI : OD > 0,  the conditions that W < Wn (a) and x Rk + > RI - 
k=l 1=1 

must hold. 

"'I "'2 

(c) To support HI : OD < 0 ,  the conditions that W < Wn (a) and x Rk + < RI - 
k=l I = I  

must be satisfied. 

For large sample sizes, the sampling distribution is approximately normally 

distributed with E (w) = (n(n+l)o and ~ a r ( ~ )  = 

The normal approximation of the Wilcoxon statistic is then given by: 

The z value is evaluated with a table of the normal distribution with the following 

results: 

(a) As before, the nondirectional alternative hypothesis, Ho : 8, = 0 is rejected if 

lzl>z(a/2). 

(b) For 9 directional alternative hypothesis, Ho : OD = 0 is rejected if iz 2 z ( a )  . 

Remarks regarding hypothesis testing: 

p-value: The p-value is the estimated probability that the test statistic is at least as 

extreme as the one that is observed, given that the null hypothesis is true (i.e., it is 

the probability of wrongly rejecting the null hypothesis if it is in fact true). A small 

p-value is an indication that the null hypothesis is likely to be false. 

Power: The power of a test is the estimated probability of rejecting the null 

hypothesis when it is actually false. Because the estimated probability of failing to 

reject a false null hypothesis is defined as Type I1 error and denoted by f l ,  the 

power of a test can be denoted by 1 - fl . Rice (1 995:400) states that the power of 



the test depends on the size of the difference (px - py 1 ,  the significance level a ,  

the population standard deviation a ,  and the sample size. 

Effect size: It is important to determine how large sample sizes should be to 

ensure great power of the test. According to Sheskin (2000:260-263) the equation 

below defines effect size (4. 

This index was developed by Cohen (1977, 1988) and was discussed by Howell 

(1992:204-217) and is known as Cohen's d index. The numerator represents the 

hypothesized difference between the two population means. This expression can 

be estimated. The rrrear difftlunce ( x - Y )  is employed as an estinratz or̂  

(px - py ) and 3, denotes the pooled sample standard deviation previously 

defined, which is an estimator of a . Since the effect size d is based on population 

parameters, it is necessary to convert the value of effect size d into a measure that 

takes into account the size of the sample. 

The measure S is referred to as the non-centrality parameter, and is defined by: 

if the sample sizes are equal (i.e., n = nx = ny ). The value S is evaluated with 

the power curves for student's t-distribution. When the sample sizes are unequal, 

the value of n will be represented by the harmonic mean of the sample size 

denoted by: 

The proposed d values as criteria for identifying the magnitude of effect size are: 

if 0.2 < d < 0.5, small effect is indicated, 

if 0.5 < d < 0.8, medium effect is indicated, 

if d > 0.8, large effect is indicated. 

The general rule is either to look for big effects or to use large samples. 



1.2 Two sample tests for the equality of variances 

In this section we look at the parametric test for equality of variances for two 

independent and dependent sample tests. 

1.2.1 Parametric test for two independent samples 

According to Sheskin (2000:253-258), a parametric test in this case for homogeneity 

of variance, determines whether there is evidence that inequality exist between the 

variances of the populations represented by the two independent samples. 

1.2.1.1 Homogeneity of variance for two independent samples 

Usually, methods of calculating confidence limits and executing tests of significance 

for the difference between the means of two independent samples, are based on the 

assumption that the two population variances are the same. The hypotheses of interest 

are: 

Ho : 0; = 0:. The alternative hypotheses are: 

H I  : 0; + CT; , which is evaluated with a two-tailed test. 

H I  : 0; > cr:, which is evaluated with a one-tailed test. 

HI : o; < CT;, which is also evaluated with a one-tailed test. 

Hartley's Fm, test (Hartley (1 940,1950)) is one of the applicable procedures and it is 

applied if the two samples are independent. 

The so-called &,-statistic is defined by: 

where 3; and 3; are the largest and the smallest of the two estimated population 

variances (unbiased) respectively. 

The Fm -statistic for two population variances is associated with the F-distribution. 

The degrees of freedom for the numerator of the F-ratio is vL = nL -1 and for the 

denominator is vs = ns - 1, where nL and ns represent the sample sizes in the groups 

with larger and smaller estimated population variances, respectively. Table A9 in 



Sheskin only listed two-tailed values to be used for critical points and the null- 

hypothesis is rejected if F,, exceeds the critical value. 

If we refer to the two samples as X and Y ,  the test statistic can be defined as 

3; 
F = --z in terms of the samples and the level (%) instead of a  must be used in 

s Y 

Table A10 of Sheskin for two sided alternatives. Table A10 is the usual F-table of 

critical values. Denote the samples size of X and Y by n, and n, , respectively, as 

before. Also, the degrees of freedom are v, = n, - 1 and v, = n, - 1 . Then the tabled 

4-, value is used to evaluate directional alternative hypothesis at a  -level of 

significance. The following general decision rules are applicable: 

2 a) For the alternative hypothesis HI : 0; t 0; , in order to reject Ho : ox = 0;. F 

must be greater than the tabled upper critical value at level (a  12) or smaller than 

the lower critical value at level (a  I 2) . 

b) For the alternative hypothesis H1 : & > 0; , the condition that F is greater than 

the upper critical value at level a  must hold, in order to reject the null hypothesis. 

c) For the alternative hypothesis HI : 0; < o;, the condition that F is less than the 

lower critical value at level a  must hold, in order to reject the null hypothesis. 

1.2.2 Parametric test for two dependent samples 

We will now discuss a test for the homogeneity of variance for two dependent 

samples, according to Sheskin (2000:442445). 

1.2.2.1 Homogeneity of variance for two dependent samples 

The following hypotheses are of interest: 

The null hypothesis is Ho : 0; = 0;. 

The alternative hypotheses applied for the independent case previously will be the 

same as for the dependent case. 

The t-statistic will be used and is defined by: 



where 3; and 3: are the values of the first and second estimated population 

variances respectively. rH below is the estimated population correlation coefficient 

between matched pairs of subjects on the dependent variables. 

An alternative but equivalent form of the t-test statistic for homogeneity of variance 

for two dependent samples is denoted by: 

s: 
where F = 7. The degree of freedom associated with the test statistic is n - 2 .  

SY 

The decision rules for the dependent case using the t-distribution are equivalent to 

those in Section 1.1.3.1. 

1.3 Two sample tests for the equality of distributions 

In this section we look at parametric and nonparametric tests for equality of 

distributions for two independent and dependent samples. The usual chi-square test 

for n rows and c columns can be applied to test if the null hypotheses formulated in 

terms of distributions, should be rejected or not. 

1.3.1 Nonparametric test for two independent samples 

One nonparametric test for two independent samples is referred to as the 

Kolmogorov-Smimo~ test. 

1.3.1.1 Kolmogorov-Srnirnov test 

The Kolmogorov-Smimov test for two independent samples is a nonparametric test, 

which is meant to determine whether the two independent samples represent two 

different populations. The test is categorised as a test of at least ordinal data involving 



cumulative frequency distributions, i.e. which requires scores in each distribution, 

arranged in order of magnitude. When the two-tailed alternative hypothesis is 

evaluated, the Kolmogorov-Smimorv test for two independent samples becomes 

sensitive to any kind of distribution difference. According to Sheskin (2000:3 19-328), 

the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for two independent samples compares the cumulative 

frequency distributions of two independent samples. The test protocol is based on the 

principle that if there is a significant difference at any point along the two cumulative 

frequency distributions, then there is a high likelihood that the samples are derived 

from different populations. The Kolmogorov-Smimov test assumes the following: 

(a) All of the observations in the two samples are randomly selected and they are 

independent of one another. 

(b) The scale of measurement is at least ordinal. 

The construction of the hypotheses for the Kolmogorov-Smimov test requires that a 

cumulative probability distribution should be computed for each of the samples. We 

will now adapt to the notation of Sheskin (2000: 320-325). F, (x) represents the 

population distribution function from which the jth sample is drawn, j = 1,2. The 

null hypothesis is Ho : F, (x) = F2 (x) for all values of X . 

One of the alternative hypotheses below can be of interest. 

H, : 4 (x) # F2 (x) for at least one value of X 

HI : F; (x) > 6 (x) for at least one value of X 

HI : 4 (x) i 6 (x) for at least one value of X. 

The test procedure is given below: 

Record the cumulative frequencies for (F., (.) and Fn2 (.)) the ordered sample- 

values, for each possible value of the data, for each of the two samples XI and 



For example, if the data consist of 0 0 0 1 2 2 4 7 8 9 ,  for sample X,, then the 

data and cumulative frequencies will be presented by: 

Similarly for X2 and F? (x). 

In other words: determine the cumulative proportions Fnl ( X )  and F? (X)  by 

dividing the cumulative frequencies for each subject with the total sample size for 

each sample. 

Determine the absolute differences (Idi 1, i = 1,2, ..., n) , where 

di = Fnl (x) - F? (x), for each possible data points in the two samples. 

Identify Dm, = max (Idi 1, i = 1,2, ..., n) . 

This value is the test statistic, i.e. 

If, at any point along the two cumulative probability distributions, the greatest 

distance is equal to or greater than the tabled Kolmogorov-Smirnov critical value 

recorded, then the null hypothesis is rejected. The critical values in the table of 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test are listed with reference to the sample sizes. The following 

results are employed for evaluating the null hypothesis for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 

test for two independent samples, according to Sheskin (2000: 324): 

(a) If HI : 4 (x) + F~ (x) is employed, then Ho : 6 (x) = F2 (X)  can be rejected 

only when XS 2 Mnl,, (a/2) ,  where M,,? (a/2) is the tabled (see Table A23 in 

Sheskin) critical (two-tailed) value. nl and n2 are the sample sizes corresponding 

to the two independent samples. 



(b) If Hl : 6 (x)  > 6 (x)  is employed, then Ho : F, ( x )  = F2 ( x )  can be rejected 

when KS 2 M , , ,  ( a ) ,  where M,,,, ( a )  is the tabled critical (one-tailed) value. 

Additionally, the difference between the two cumulative probability distributions 

must be such that in reference to the point that represents the test statistic, the 

cumulative probability for Sample 1 must be larger than the cumulative 

probability for Sample 2. 

(c) If H, : 4 (x)  < 6 (x)  is employed, then Ho : F, ( x )  = F2 ( x )  can be rejected 

when KS r M,,,, ( a ) .  Additionally, the difference between the two cumulative 

probability distributions must be such that in reference to the point that represents 

the test statistic, the cumulative probabilit) L C,J& 1 bt less than the 

cumulative probability for Sample 2. 

Remarks: 

2 The statistic M = 4 ( K S )  (nln2/nl  + n 2 )  follows an approximately chi-sqwe 

distribution with 2 degrees of freedom if the sample sizes are large, and a one- 

tailed alternative is of importance. 

Seigel and Castellan (1988) reports that the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in this case 

is more powerful than the chi-square r x c -table test. For smaller samples it has 

higher power efficiency than the Mann-Whitney U test, but the reverse is true for 

larger samples. 

1.3.2 Nonparametric test for two dependent samples 

In this section we look at nonparametric tests for two dependent samples, referred to 

as the binomial sign test, as well as to the McNemar test for two dependent samples. 

1.3.2.1 The binomial sign test for two dependent samples 

According to Sheskin (2000:479), to employ the binomial sign test for two dependent 

samples, it is required that each of n  subjects (or n  pairs of matched subjects) has two 

scores (each score having been obtained under one of the two experimental 

conditions). The two scores are represented by the notations X ,  and X 2 .  For each 

subject (or pair of matched subjects), a determination is made with respect to whether 

a subject obtains a higher score in Condition 1 or Condition 2. Based on the latter, a 

signed difference ( D +  or D-)  is assigned to each pair of scores. The sign of the 



difference assigned to a pair of scores will be positive if a higher score is obtained in 

Condition 1 (i-e., D + if XI > X2), whereas the sign of the difference will be negative 

if a higher score is obtained in Condition 2 (i.e., D - if X2 > XI). The hypothesis that 

is evaluated with the binomial sign test for two dependent samples, is whether or not 

in the underlying population represented by the sample, the proportion of subjects 

who obtain a positive signed difference (i.e., obtain a higher score in Condition 1) is 

some value other than 0.5. If the proportion of subjects in the sample who obtain a 

positive signed difference (which, for the underlying population, is represented by the 

notation n +)  is some value that is either significantly above or below 0.5, it indicates 

there is a high likelihood the two dependent samples represent two different 

populations. 

The objective of the binomial sign test for two dependent samples is to determine 

whether the two dependent samples represent two different populations. The binomial 

sign test is based on the following assumptions: 

a) The sample of n paired subjects has been randomly selected from the population it 

represents. 

b) The format of the data is such that, within each pair of scores the two scores can 

be rank-ordered. 

The hypotheses for the binomial sign test comprises of the following: 

The null hypothesis is Ho :n+=0 .5 ,  which means that in the underlying 

populations of concern, the proportion of subjects obtaining a positive sign 

difference, will be 0.5. 

One of the following alternative hypotheses should be of interest: 

HI : n+ f 0.5 

H l :n+>0 .5  

H, :n+<0 .5 .  

The guidelines for executing the binomial sign test statistic are therefore as follows: 

Find the difference between the samples (4 = Xi - Y; , i = 1,2, ..., n) . Any subject 

that obtains a zero difference score is eliminated from the data analysis. 

Record the signs of the difference ( S D ~ )  . 



Find the total number of positive sign difference Pos = I (SDi > 0) and the 
ii:l I 

total number of negative sign difference Neg = I (SQ < 0) where I denotes 
( i :  j 

the indicator function. 

Assuming that, if subjects that obtain a difference score of zero are eliminated 

fiom the analysis, and the remaining sign differences are randomly distributed, it 

is expected that one-half of the subjects should obtain a positive sign difference 

and another one-half of the subjects should obtain a negative sign difference. 

Therefore, the observed proportion of positive sign differences and the observed 

proportion of negative sign differences are given respectively as: 

where rn = the number of sign differences, excluding the (n-m) score 

differences of zero. 

Let x denote the observed number of positive sign differences obtained. Let N, be a 

random variable denoting the number of positive sign differences obtained in rn 

independent differences. Then equation (1.23) is used to determine the probability, 

under Ho, of obtaining x or more positive sign differences in a set of m scores 

(Sheskin, 2000:482-484). 

N, - ~inomial  (m, r +) , and P (Nl 2 x) = (r +)' (n -)"-" , (1.23) 
r=x 

where r + and r - respectively denotes the hypothesised values for the proportion of 

positive and negative sign differences. 

Sheskin (2000:483) and Howell (1992: 1 15-1 17) discuss the rules to be applied for the 

binomial sign test as follows: 

(a) To support alternative hypothesis H I  : n +  # 0.5 at a -level of significance, the 

probability obtained under Ho (i.e., P (N, 2 x) ) should be less than a/2 . 

(b) To support alternative hypothesis H, : r +  > 0.5 , the following conditions must 

hold: 



The proportion of positive sign differences must be greater than the value 

stipulated in the null hypothesis (i.e., (p  +) > a +) , and 

The probability of obtaining a value equal or greater than N, under Ho is less 

or equal to pre-specified value of a (i-e., P(N, 2 x) 5 a ) 

(c) To support alternative hypothesis H I  : a +  < 0.5 , the following conditions must 

hold: 

The proportion of positive sign differences ( p + )  must be less than the value 

stipulated in the null hypothesis (i.e., ( p  +) i a + ), and 

The probability of obtaining a value equal or less than N, under Ho is less or 

equal to pre-specified value of a (i.e., P (N, 5 x) 5 a ). 

A normal approximation of the binomial sign test for two dependent samples is also 

available. It is used for large sample sizes, when the correction for continuity (0.5) is 

considered, where z are evaluated under H, , where a + and n - are specified. The 

test statistic is defined by: 

The z-test statistic values obtained from samples are evaluated with the table of 

normal distribution and the decision rules of rejecting the null hypothesis is the same 

as was given in Section 1.1.1.1. 

1.3.2.2 The McNemar test for two dependent samples 

The McNemar test is a nonpararnetric procedure to be applied to categorical data in a 

hypothesis testing situation involving a design with two samples. The McNemar7s test 

assumes that each of the n subjects or n pairs of matched subjects contributes to scores 

on the dependent variable. According to Sheskin (2000:492-500), McNemar7s test is 

commonly applied to analyse data derived from two types of experimental designs, 

which are as follows: 

To analyse categorical data obtained in a true experiment (i.e., an experiment 

involving a manipulated independent variable). Two scores of each subject (or pair 

of matched subjects) represent a subject's responses under the two levels of the 

independent variable. 



To analyse a before-after design. This means that, n subjects are administered a 

pretest and a variable is measured. After the pretest, all n subjects are exposed to 

the experimental treatment. Subjects are then administered a posttest and the same 

variable is measured. The samples are now dependent. 

The model for the McNemar test is summarized by Table 1.1 below, where a, b, c, 

and d represent the possible counts of subjects in each of the four categories (often 

under restrictions, such as fixed total or margin totals, depending on the way sampling 

was done for example) that can be employed to summarize the two responses of a 

subject on a dichotomous dependent variable. 

I Category 1 / Category 2 I 

Table 1.1: Model for McNemar Test 
Posttest 

Row sums Response 

, I 

Response 

1 

The McNemar test involves the following assumptions: 

A sample of n subjects has been randomly selected from the population it 

represents; 

Each of the n observations in the contingency table is independent of the other 

observations; 

The scores of subjects are in the form of a dichotomous categorical measure 

involving two mutually exclusive categories; and 

Extremely small sample sizes should not be used for McNemar test. 

a + b = n l  

I 

Regarding the hypotheses for the McNemar test, the assumption is that in the 

underlying population, nb and nc represents the following population proportions: 

b 
I 

b c 
nb = - and nc =-. 

b + c  b + c  

a Pretest 

n Column sums 

If there is no difference between the two experimental conditions or between the 

pretest and posttest, then the following is true: 

nb =nc = 0.5. (1.26) 

Response Category 1 

c + d = n z  Response Category 2 

a + c 

c 

b + d 

d 



The null hypothesis is Ho : nb = nc . 

One of the following alternative hypotheses is of importance: 

H , : n b # n c  

HI : n b  > nc 

H,  :nb < Z c .  

The test statistic for the McNemar test, which is based on the chi-square distribution, 

is denoted by: 

where b' and c' represents the number of observed observations from the sample, in 

cells b and c of the McNemar test. If b' = c' then X2 = 0 .  X2 should be positive at all 

times, and if X2 is negative, there is an error in the calculations. 

The chi-square value ,y2 is evaluated with the table of the chi-square distribution with 

1 degree of fieedom making note of the following criteria: 

(a) If the alternative hypothesis HI : zb ;t nc is applied, then Ho : nb = nc is 

rejected when X2 2 XT (a /2 ) ,  where X: (a/2) is the upper (a/2)  percentile of 

the chi-squared distribution with I degree of freedom.. 

(b) For one of the alternative hypotheses HI : n b  > xC and HI : nb < jls, to be 

2 supported, Ho : nh = lr, is rejected when x 2 X: (a) . 

In the next Section we briefly revise the procedure for identifying outliers in the data 

samples, as well as proposing remedial steps via transformations. 

1.4 Outliers and transformation 

In this section we briefly discuss the ways of dealing with problems encountered in 

the data when two-sample tests are done, and ways of transforming the data. 

1.4.1 Procedure for identifying outliers 

Outliers are observations in data that do not appear to be consistent with the rest of the 

data. Often inconsistency is reflected in the magnitude of observations. Barnett and 



Lewis (1994) describe 48 tests for detecting outliers in data that are assumed to be 

drawn from a normal distribution. 

According to Stevens (1996: 17), it has been demonstrated that regardless of the 

distribution of the data, at least 1 - - 100% of the observations in a dataset [ t41 
should fall within k standard deviations from the mean of the data, where k is any 

value greater than one. Scores corresponding to relatively high standard deviation 

values must be considered to contain possible outliers. Accommodation of outliers 

involves the use of procedures which utilizes all the data and minimizes the influence 

of outliers. Two such options that reduce the impact of outliers are: 

The use of the median instead of the mean as a measure of central tendency. 

Employing an inferential statistical test that uses rank orders instead of interval or 

ratio data. 

Since there are many ways of detecting outliers in the data, it is important for the 

practitioner to consult more detailed sources to determine the most appropriate test for 

detecting outliers in a given dataset. 

1.4.2 Data transformation 

Data transformation involves mathematical operations of converting the data into a 

new set of scores, which are analysed in order to reduce the impact of outliers in the 

original data. Data transformation can also be employed to equate heterogeneous 

group variances, as well as to normalise a non-normal distribution, or to move closer 

to normality. 

There are numerous examples of transformations which are employed within various 

experimental setups according to Howell (199254-56). There are commonly 

employed data transformations which can reduce the impact of outliers, normalise 

skewed data or produce homogeneity of variance: 

a) Square-root transformation: This transformation may be used when the mean is 

proportional to the variance, which implies that the ratio of the mean of a 

treatment group to the variance of the treatment group is approximately the same 

for all of the treatments; 

b) Logarithmic transformation: It may be usehl when the mean is proportional to 

the standard deviation; 



c) Reciprocal transformation: It is also referred to as an inverse transformation, 

which may be useful when the square of the mean is proportional to the standard 

deviation; 

d) Arcsin transformation: This kind of transformation is also referred to as an 

angular or inverse sine transformation. It involves the use of a trigonometric 

function which is able to transform a proportion between 0 and 1 into an angle 

expressed in radians. 

1.5 Extension of two sample test to more dimensions 

Techniques for two-sample comparisons tests, can often be extended to more 

dimensions. 

The single-factor between-groups analysis of variance. This test is employed with 

interval or ratio data and it is a parametric test. The test is most basic of the analysis of 

variance procedures and employed in a hypothesis testing situation involving k 

independent samples. In conducting the single-factor between-groups analysis of 

variance, each of the k sample means is employed to estimate the value of the mean of 

the population the sample represent. 

The Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of variance by ranks. The test is an 

extension of the Mann-Whitney U test (described in section 1.1.2.1. above), to a 

design involving more than two independent samples. 

These are only examples of popular tests used by Statisticians, but there is a vast 

literature on this subject. This is, however, not part of this study and we will now 

proceed to a new chapter, where the bootstrap technique will be reviewed briefly, and 

the application of the bootstrap to two sample comparisons, will be discussed. 



CHAPTER 2 

BOOTSTRAP METHODOLOGY 

Usually, the estimation of parameters is a concern in inferential statistics, and 

statistics, based on samples taken from the true population, are calculated as 

estimators and to use for inference purposes. Questions regarding the accuracy of 

these estimators and the inference have to be answered, which are often done in 

uncertainty and hesitantly. This is due to assumptions being made about essential 

matters such as the distribution of the population. Also, theoretical drawbacks occur 

due to various matsth~mnt;pal and romputational difficulties and restrictior.~ To 

combat some of the problems, Efron (1979) introduced a resampling computer based 

method which can be non-parametric or parametric, and is known as "The Bootstrap - 

method". The non-parametric bootstrap provides answers to situations where 

distributions are unknown and where the statistics of interest are too complex to 

calculate theoretically, while in the parametric bootstrap more information is known 

and assumed about the underlying distribution and only parameters are to be 

estimated. The bootstrap is applied analytically in a wide variety of real data 

situations and it is flexible, quick and easy to use. and involves minimum 

mathematical assumptions in most cases. Applying the bootstrap, enables statisticians 

and other quantitative researchers to compute more complicated statistical estimates 

and measures of accuracy for the parameters of the population from which the 

observed data is obtained, and to make inferences about these estimates. This is 

possible without making any assumptions about the form and shape of the probability 

distribution. 

Applying the bootstrap method to derive two-sample comparison tests, we now 

present a brief introduction to the basic ideas surrounding the bootstrap methods. In 

Section 2.1 the basic bootstrap method is discussed. In Section 2.2 we discuss one of 

the examples of the bootstrap application, referred to as the bootstrap estimate of the 

standard error. In Section 2.3, a two sample test for equality of means is discussed, 

using the bootstrap. Two sample tests for equality of distributions based on the 

permutation test and the bootstrap test are discussed in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 

concludes the chapter with an example of the bootstrap applied to time series data. 



2.1 The bootstrap method 

The main ideas defining the bootstrap method are briefly introduced in the paragraphs 

below. 

Let X, =(XI ,  X2, ..., X,) be a finite, random sample of size n, consisting of 

independent and identically distributed observations obtained from the unknown 

distribution fimction F -. The statistic of interest that depends on F is denoted by 

T, (X,, F). The Empirical Distribution Function (EDF) F, is one of the estimators 

that are used to approximate the unknown distribution function F ,  but other 

estimators exist in literature, which are also used regularly. The EDF is 

mathematically defined as: 

where I (-) is the indicator function. 

The bootstrap sample is denoted by X, = (x; , X ;  , ..., X: ) and it has been drawn 

randomly and with replacement from the original sample X, . The bootstrap principle 

is to use the sample data X, and the bootstrap method to compute an estimate for the 

distribution of T, (x,, F) under F . This estimation process produces the bootstrap 

distribution of T, Xi,  F, under F, . By replacing X, from F by x', from F, , the ( 
probability distribution of T, (X,, F) is approximated by that of T, (x,, F,) . The 

bootstrap sample is created by drawing any element of the original sample (with 

replacement) by equal chance. We say that the probability under the EDF F, is 

denoted by: 

for i , j=1 ,2  ,..., n .  (2-2) 

We also say that the plug-in estimate of T, (x,, F) is T, X,, F, . In other words, we ( *  
estimate the function T, of the probability distribution F by the same function of 

EDF F, . 



The Section that follows is based on excerpts from the books of Efron and Tibshirani 

(1993) and Davison and Hinkley (1997). 

2.1.1 The bootstrap procedure 

Let T, (X,, F) be some statistic of interest, which is dependent on the unknown 

distribution function F . Then the sampling distribution of T, (x,, F) under F can 

be approximated by the bootstrap distribution of T, (x:, F,) under F,, where 

Xf, = (x;, x;, ..., X, denotes a random sample of size n from F,, drawn in the way * 1 
explained in the previous paragraph. In other words, each x,', i = I,. .. , n is drawn 

independently with replacement and with equal probability n-' from the set 

(x,, X,, ..., x,) . To calculate the bootstrap probability distribution, the following 

Monte Carlo algorithm is used: 

A. Generate a random sample (the first bootstrap sample) X: (I) = (x;, , x;~, ..., x;, ) 
from F,, where the random number generator is used to obtain the bootstrap 

sample. 

B. Calculate T, (x, (I), F,) from the first bootstrap sample. 

C. Independently repeat the above two steps B times and obtain the following 

vectors for the bootstrap samples and the bootstrap statistics respectively: 

xi ( l ) ,x , (z) , . . .>x:(~)  

and 

T~ (xi ( ~ ) , F ~ ) , T ~  (xi ( ~ ) > F ~ ) , . . . , T ~  (x: (B),F,) , 

where B 2 200 is a usual choice. 

The distribution (histogram) of these bootstrap statistics T , ( x ( ~ ) ,  F )  for 

i = 1,2,. . . , B , is an approximation to the true sampling distribution of the statistic 

T, (x, , F) . According to Efron (1 98 1 :589), as B -+ m the bootstrap approximated 

distribution of T, x i ,  F, should lead to a more accurate approximation of the ( 1 
distribution of T, (x,, F) 



Some important examples of successful application of the bootstrap will now be 

discussed briefly. 

2.2 The bootstrap estimate of the standard error 

Suppose X, = (X,, X2, ..., X,) is a random sample from an unknown probability 

distribution F, and d is an estimator based on X, of some unknown parameter 8. 

The objective is to estimate the parameter of interest, 8 ,  by using the random sample 

X, . Also, the standard error of the estimate d is defined as: 

Using the plug-in principle, the bootstrap estimate of the standard error is then defined 

as: 

Here d' is the same estimator of 8 as d ,  but it is determined fiom the bootstrap 

sample X, = x;,x;, ..., xi). The bootstrap estimate of the standard error of a 
* ( 

statistic d ,  is therefore a plug-in estimate that uses the empirical distribution function 

F, in place of the unknown distribution F . The standard error can be calculated 

using the Monte-Carlo algorithm which is described by the following algorithm: 

A. Generate the first bootstrap sample X: (1) = (x;~, x;~, . . ., X; ) from the EDF, F, , 

i.e. sample with replacement from X, = (x,. x2, ..., X,) with probability n-I , as 

before. 

B. From this bootstrap sample calculate the statistic d* (I) = 6 ( ~ :  (1)). 

C. Independently repeat the above two steps B times to obtain the bootstrap samples 

x (1)  x ( 2 ) .  . , x (B) and calculate the respective statistics 

d* (1), d' (2), . . . ,d* (B) on these bootstrap samples. 

D. Then, calculate the Monte Carlo approximation of OK 8 in (2.4), i.e., ( -*I 



1 -* 
where $(-)=-ZB (6). 

b=l 

According to Efron and Tibshirani (1993:47-52), crFn ($) denotes the ideal bootstrap 

estimate of the standard error of 6 and BB denotes the Monte-Carlo bootstrap 

estimate of the standard error. It can be shown that BB + c r ~ ~  ((8.) as B -+ m . Values 

of B such that 50 I B 5 200, give satisfactory results when estimating the standard 

errors. 

The following paragraph is an extension of the bootstrap method of estimating the 

standard error of an estimator. The method is referred to as the double bootstrap 

method. 

2.2.1 The double bootstrap estimation of the standard error 

The question that is often asked when calculating the bootstrap standard error of some 

statistic is: 'How accurate is the bootstrap estimator of the standard error?' We are 

therefore interested in estimating the standard error of the bootstrap estimate of the 

standard error. This is a typical scenario where the double bootstrap can be employed. 

If the bootstrap estimator of standard error is denoted by B = a F n  (g), then the 

bootstrap estimate of the bootstrap standard error (i.e. the bootstrap estimate), is 

defined as: 

crFn (oF; (8.)) = b a r F .  (6.) , where B* = Varrn (a*). 
Here, the sample x = ( x *  x , . x ) is the second phase bootstrap sample 

which is sampled with replacement from the first phase bootstrap sample 

* * x', = (XI  , X2, ..., x:) and y denotes the standard error with respect to the double 

bootstrap sample X: = (x;, X; ,..., x:). 

The algorithm for approximating the standard error of the bootstrap standard error is 

as follows: 

A. Generate the first bootstrap sample x', (1) = (x;, , x;~,  ..., x;~) from F, . 



i. Generate the first double bootstrap sample X: (1) = (x;;, x;;, ..., x;: ) from 

F* , where F~* is similar to, ( 2 1 )  but defined in terms of 

X: (1) = (x;~, x;~,  ..., x;~),  which was defined in terms of Xn . 

ii. Using the first double bootstrap sample xf (1) = (x;;, x;;, ..., x;:) calculate 

the statistic $* (1) = ~ ( x Y  (I)). 

iii. Independently repeat above two steps B, times to obtain the bootstrap 

replications (1 )  * (2) , . . . , ( 4 )  and then calculate 

1 B' -** 
,where ~**( . )=-ZB ( b ) .  

Bl b=1 

B. Independently repeat step A B2 times to obtain B2 bootstrap replications of the 

standard error B* (I),  B* (2), . . . ,8* (& ) . 
- 

C. Finally calculate the Monte Carlo approximation to 6 ,  i.e., 

1 B' 
, where &*( . )= -zd* (b ) .  

B2 b=, 

Efion (1979) illustrated the double bootstrap with an example applied to linear 

discriminant analysis (Frangos, 1984: 10 1-1 04). 

2.3 Two sample test for equality of means 

In this section we discuss the two sample test for equality of means by using the 

bootstrap and the algorithm to perform the test. The main focus of Chapter 1 was on 

two sample tests, usually under the assumption of normality ( N ( p ,  cr2)) of the 

population distribution, where the test statistic under the null hypothesis consequently 

has a known distribution such as the t-distribution. Without the normality assumption, 

the bootstrap method can be applied to approximate the distribution of such test 

statistics. Other non-parametric methods also exist. Furthermore, large sample 

approximations of the distribution of the test statistics exist. The following brief 

discussion of executing the bootstrap hypothesis test for equality of means, will 

illustrate the applicability of the bootstrap method in two-sample comparison tests. 



2.3.1 Bootstrap hypothesis test for equality of means 

Let X, = (x~,  x2, .. ., X, ) be a random sample from an unknown distribution F with 

mean ,ux and let Y, = (&, Y2, ..., Y,) be a random sample from an unknown 

distribution G with mean ,uy . 

Then the objective is to test the null hypothesis denoted by: 

Ho :P* = P Y -  (2.7) 

The hypothesis concerns only the means and doesn't involve the variance or any other 

distributional parameter. Efron and Tibshirani (1993:224) suggested the following 

algorithm for computation of the bootstrap test statistic for testing equality of means 

as follows: 

A. Calculate the means of the samples data X, and Y, , and refer to it as X and Y . 

B. Calculate the test statistic fob, = 
x - F  

rn 
2 where sx=t(xi-x)'  and S;=C(Y,-Y)Z 

i=l j=l 

C. Calculate the mean w of the pooled data WN = ( X I ,  X2,. . ., Xn, q ,  Y2,. . ., Y,) 

where N = n + m .  

D. Transform the two data sets to conform to the null hypothesis, i.e., 

T i = x i - X + I  and ~ = Y , - F + w  for i=1,2 ,..., n and j = 1 , 2  ,..., m. 

E. Let the EDF of 2, be denoted by F, and let the EDF of q,,, be denoted by G, . 

F. Create the first bootstrap samples zl* (1) and f,* (1) by sampling with 

replacement from kn and g,,, respectively, as was described before. From the 

- - 
first bootstrap samples 2: and qi calculate the means X* (1) and F* (1), and 

the variances s:. (1) and s;. (1). 

G. Then calculate the first bootstrap statistic as: t* (1) = 
2* (1) - F* (1) 

si* (1) + s;* (1) 

where S$ and ~ 3 .  are the sample variances based on the bootstrap samples. 



H. Repeat the two latter steps B times to obtain a vector of test statistics: 

l *  (1),t* (21,. . .,t* (B) . 

I. Calculate the Monte Carlo approximation of the p-value of the test, i.e., 

1 
- - X I ( <  (b)>tObs), Pboot - 

B b=l 

where tobs is defined in (2.8). 

The estimator pboot has no interpretation as an exact probability, but like all bootstrap 

estimates, it is only guaranteed to be accurate if the sample size goes to infmity. If this 

is the case, pboot can be interpreted as follows: if the value of pboot is small, then the 

evidence against Ho becomes strong. In traditional two sample tests, the equal 

variance assumption is attractive for the t-test because it simplifies the form of the 

resulting distribution of the test statistic. But, usually there is no compelling reason to 

assume equal variances and in such cases, we consider the bootstrap hypothesis test 

for comparing the two means. - 

2.4 Two sample test for equality of distributions 

Two sample tests for equality of two distributions are now considered in this section, 

and both the permutation test and the bootstrap test will be discussed. 

2.4.1 Permutation test for equality of distributions 

The permutation test is a non-parametric test that is based on the available data, rather 

than the distribution. If the two independent random samples X, = (X, , X2, ..., X,) 

and Y, = (5, Y2, ..., Y,) are observed, and drawn from possibly different probability 

distributions F and G, respectively, then the goal of the statistician is to test the null 

hypothesis of no difference between F and G, denoted by: 

H o : F = G .  (2.1 1) 

If the null hypothesis is true, there is no difference between the probabilistic 

behaviour of the two random samples. A hypothesis test, of which the permutation 

test is an example, is a formal way of deciding whether or not the data support the 

decision to reject the null hypothesis. 



The permutation test involves the following: 

Combine the two samples X, and Y,,, in one vector, and order the elements from 

small to large. Also, in a separate vector, keep track of the origin of these ordered 

values by recording if the element was an X -value or a Y -value. Denote the ordered 

vector of values by WN and let g N  denote the vector that indicates which group each 

ordered observation belongs to. Also, let N equal the combined sample size n + m . 

The vector g N  consists therefore of n X ' s  and m Y's , and there are (:) = % 
possible g vectors. The following result is of importance for the permutation test: 

Pmm~iation Lemma: Under H,, F = G ,  the vector g probability /() of 

equalling any one of its possible arrangements (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993:207). 

Thus, any perrnutation of X ' s  and Y's is equally likely if the null hypothesis is true. 

The test statistic is therefore expressed as follows: 

where W, indicates the sum of the q. over values of i = 1,2, ..., N having 
g, =x 

g,=x. 

Equation (2.12) can be seen as a function of g N  and WN , i.e. 6 can be expressed as 

6 = s ,WN ) . Let g P  denote any one of the (:) possible vectors of n Y s and m 

Y's, and define the permutation replication of 6 as: 

There are I::) permutation replications 8" and the distribution that places 

probability /[:I on each one of is called the permutation distribution of d p  . 



The following is the Monte-Carlo algorithm for the computation of the two-sample 

permutation test statistic: 

A. Calculate all (T) permutations of possible ways that the n X ' s  and rn Y's can 

be arranged, i.e. find g~ (l),gN ( 2 ) . . . . , g ~  and their corresponding WN 

vectors. 

B. Choose B independent vectors gP (1), gP (z), . . ., gP (B) as well as their 

corresponding WN vectors, each consisting of n X ' s  and m Y's and each being 

randomly selected fiom the set of all (r ) possibie such vectors. ( R will usually 

be at least 1000; see Table 2.1). 

C. Calculate the fust test statistic: i p  (I) = X P  - F P .  

D. Repeat the latter two steps B times to obtain the distribution of the permutation 

statistics: 6. (I), 6 ~  (z), ..., LjP (B) . 

E. Approximate the permutation p-value with the following expression: 

where 6 is the statistic calculated f?om the original data set and I ( . )  is the 

indicator function. 

Table 2.1 below, obtained from Efron and Tibshirani (1993: 21 I), illustrates the 

influence of the number of permutation replications on the achieved significance level 

(ASL): 

Table 2.1: Influence of the number of permutations on the ASL 

The sample sizes of the original samples X, and Ym , also have an influence, and it is 

known that the number of permutations can be very large even in cases with moderate 

sample sizes. It is for this reason that the Monte Carlo approach is adopted instead, 



whereby only a small fraction of ASL, but still a large number B , of the permutations 

are used. 

2.4.2 Bootstrap test for equality of distributions 

As before, let X, =(x1,x2. ..., X,) be an i.i.d. sample from the probability 

distribution F and Y, = (6, Y2, ..., Y,) be an i,i.d. sample from possibly different 

probability distribution G. Then the null hypothesis below is of interest: 

H o : F = G ,  (2.15) 

which implies that, under Ho,  there is no difference between the probability structure 

that generated X, and Y,. When both populations are approximately normal, the 

two-sample t procedures (discussed in Chapter 1) compare the two population means 

satisfactorily. The bootstrap, however, can be used to compare the two population 

distributions, without the normality assumption and without the restriction to 

comparison of means only. 

The important idea is that the bootstrap should mimic the conditions surrounding the 

separate samples that produced the original data. The bootstrap hypothesis test is also 

based on the test statistic: 

t ( x , , y , ) = t = X - Y ,  (2.1 6) 

but the distribution of the test statistic is unknown. 

According to Efion and Tibshirani (1 993,220-222 ), the algorithm for computation of 

the bootstrap test for testing equality of probability distributions can be carried out as 

follows: 

A. Calculate the means of the two original datasets and let t (X,, Y,) = t = X - Y . 

Denote the combined sample of X, and Y, by 

VN = (XI ,  X2 ,..., X,, Y,, Y2 ,..., Y,) and let Po denote the empirical distribution 

1 belonging to VN , putting probability - on each of the elements of V N  . 
n+m 

B. Draw n + m observations by sampling with replacement from V N  . Call the first n 

observations x ( 1  = ( X  , x . x ) and the remaining m observations 



Calculate the means X* and 8* of the bootstrap samples X: (1) and Y: ( I ) .  

Then calculate the first bootstrap test statistic 

t (x ; ( l ) ,~ ; ( l ) )=I .  = X I - Y *  =1*(1). 

Repeat the two latter steps B times to obtain the statistics t* (I) ,t* (2) ,..., t* (B) . 

Approximate the p-value by calculating the expression: 

1 
Pboot = - ~ 1 ( t * ( b ) 2 t ) ,  

,=I 

where, I (.) denotes an indicator function and t is defined in A above, i.e. the 

observed difference in the means of the original data. 

2.4.3 Remarks 

It should be noted that permutations should be drawn in a way that is consistent with 

the null hypothesis and with the study design. In the two-sample problems discussed, 

focus has been pointed to cases where the null hypothesis implies two identical 

population distributions. We may also wish to compare population means, 

proportions, standard deviations, or other statistics using the permutation test. 

Resarnpling randomly reassigns observations to the two groups. The permutation test 

can be used to approximate the accuracy of the test statistics obtained from the 

matched pairs design discussed in Chapter 1, on which it randomly permutes the two 

observations within each pair separately. A variety of comparisons are again possible, 

which can be studied in the literature (see Welch and Gutierrez, 1988). 

To test the hypothesis of no relationship between two variables, the correlation is the 

common measure of association, but not the only one. 

The t-test statistic is based on standardizing the difference of means in a way to get a 

statistic that has a /-distribution when Ho is true. The permutation test works directly 

with the difference of means (or some other statistic) and estimates the sampling 

distribution by applying resampling steps. The t-test gives accurate p-values if the 

sampling distribution of the difference of means is at least approximately normal. The 

permutation test gives accurate p-values even when the sampling distribution is not 

close to normal. 



The permutation p-value is said to be exact, while the bootstrap p-value is said to be 

an approximation, but in practice the two methods often give similar results. 

The bootstrap histograms center near the value of the statistic 6 ,  while that of 

permutation histograms are centered near zero (Efion and Tibshirani, 1993 :2 16-2 18). 

These different ways should be interpreted correctly. 

The standard deviation of the permutation distribution is not a dependable estimate of 

standard error for 6 ,  while the bootstrap standard deviation is a trustworthy estimator. 

2.5 Bootstrapping time series data 

A brief discussion of Time Series models will be given in Chapter 3. We now only 

consider the application of the bootstrap method in Time Series Analysis. 

According to Wei (1990), a time series consists of serially correlated data, and while 

the data may be identically distributed, the data of a time series are not independent. 

In nonparametric situations the dependence may be complex, or our knowledge of it 

may be limited, so that neither of the approaches discussed above may be feasible. 

Let Z, , Z2,. . . , Z, be observed data fiom a strictly stationary time series { Z ,  ,r E Z) , for 

example. The assumption of stationarity implies that the joint probability law of 

(Zt, Zt+, , . . . , Zt+k) does not depend on r for any k 2 0 . Assume also that the time 

series is weakly dependent, i-e., the collection of random variables {Z,,t 1 0 )  is 

approximately independent of { ~ , , t  2 k) when k is large enough. An example of a 

weak dependence structure is given by n-dependence under which (Z,,t 5 O] is 

(exactly) independent of {Zt,t 2 k) if k z n .  Due to the dependence between the 

observations, even the most basic methods involved in applied statistical work 

become challenging. The bootstrap method that will be discussed for time series data 

is based on so-called bootstrap residuals and is referred to as a model based bootstrap 

method. This is the method explaining how to deal with stationary dependent data by 

using the bootstrap. 



2.5.1 Bootstrapping residuals 

Statisticians usually fit suitable models to data when analysing it, and various time 

series models are usually possible. Once a model is fitted satisfactorily the model 

based bootstrap demands that residuals are determined from the fitted model. From 

these residuals a new series is generated by incorporating random samples taken from 

the residuals, into the fitted model. The residuals are typically recentred to have the 

same mean as the innovations of the model. According to Lahiri (2003: 24), when the 

sequence of originally observed variables Zl, Z2,. . ., Zn is stationary, it has been 

shown that, under suitable regularity conditions, a version of the model based 

bootstrap approximation to the standardized least squares estimators of the parameters 

involved in the model, are more accurate than trlc rlorrrlal appu~imations. This is not 

true for nonstationary sequences. We will briefly illustrate some of the concepts 

involved below. The following steps are guidelines for deriving bootstrap estimators 

of the standard errors of the estimators of the parameters of the autoregressive model 

of order p. 

A. Given some stationary time series data Z1, Z2,. . . ,Zn , estimate the parameters of 

the model, i.e., by using the method of least squares. Then we wish to estimate the 

standard deviation of the estimators of the autoregressive coefficients 

6 = (A,&,, . . . ,Jp) of the AR (P) model. The AR (P) model is defined in Section 

B. Use the formulation of the AR (p) model: Z, = &z,-~ + &z,-~ + ... + J p ~ , - p  + e, , 

for t = p + 1, p + 2, ..., n . Then obtain the residuals: 

e, = Z, -&z,-~ -&z,-~ -...-Jp~,-p,t = p + l , p + 2  ,..., n .  (2.18) 

D. Sample with replacement from the centred residuals ?p+l, ?p+2, ..., gn to obtain 

,* ,* ,* bootstrap residuals ep+], eP+,, ..., en . 

E. Use the Bootstrap residuals to recursively generate new samples. This is not an 

easy task, especially not for the AR(p) model with largep. The task is much 

simpler for the AR (I) model where: 



The least squares estimator for 4 ,  is denoted by 4,. If (2.19) has been calculated, 

bootstrap residuals can be determined from the centered residuals, i-e., 

-* ,* 
e2,e3 ,..., E;. By taking Z; = ZI, and by using 4, in place of 4,, in (2.20) above, a 

new bootstrap sample can recursively be determined as follows: 

z; =4z; +z; 

z; = 4z; + z; 

For the AR (p) this is much more complicated, involving all the estimators 

= (A, A, ..., J p )  , and by estimaring, choosing or calculating initial values ior 

Z,-,, ..., Z,-, , whereafter z,* can be determined recursively, for t = p + 1,. . . , n . A 

"burn in" period for the process usually is demanded. Several methods exist in 

literature, of which some demand distributional assumptions. 

F. For the AR(1) model, we can now use the first bootstrap sample 

Z* (I) = (2; , z;, ..., 2;) to estimate (1) . By repeating the previous steps B 

times, the bootstrap estimate of the standard deviation of the AR(1) parameter is: 

1 
where J ; ( . )=-I&(b) ,  i=1,2 ,..., p .  

b=l 

G. For the A R ( ~ )  model, Efion and Tibshirani (1993) recommend the following 

procedure: 

i. Use the bootstrap residual in (D) to get Z*'S from: 

' - *  * '- * ,* 
zi+I = 4 Z p  + + - . a  + b P 4  +ep+l 

'- * A *  '- * ,* 
~ ; + 2  = ~ Z , + I  + h Z p  + . a * +  4,z2 +ep+2 

* ' - *  A *  ,* zn =4zn-, + h z n d 2  +...+Jp 2;-, +en 

and set z,* = Z,, i = 1,2,. . . , p . (You can use one of the other methods, but that 

will change the algorithm slightly). 



ii. We now have 2; ,z; , . .., 2: . We can use these to repeat the procedure in step 

(A) and get 4' = (& , &, ..., 4, ) , the bootstrap estimates of the 

autoregression parameters. 

iii. Repeat steps (i) and (ii) B times to obtain 4' (1) , 4' (2), . .., 4' (B) 

iv. We can now estimate the bootstrap estimate of standard deviation of the 

autoregression parameters as: 

where 

The techniques discussed will be used in Chapter 4. 



CHAPTER 3 

TIME SERIES ANALYSIS 

In Chapter 4, new tests involving the bootstrap method applied to time series data, 

will be developed. Therefore, it is necessary to present a brief summary of general 

time series theory. In Section 3.1 below a brief discussion of time series and related 

basic definitions are provided. In Section 3.2 the autocovariance and the 

autocorrelation functions are defined and discussed. In Section 3.3 the partial 

autocorrelation function (PACF) is discussed briefly. In section 3.4 the sample 

autocovariance and the sample autocorrelation are briefly discussed and in Section 3.5 

a discussion of the sample PACF is given. In Section 3.6 the autoregressive (AR) 

process is highlighted with an example of the order one AR process. Section 3.7 

concludes the chapter with the short introduction to the moving average (MA) 

process, and the definition of some time series frequently encountered in statistical 

practice. 

3.1 Time series definitions 

According to Wei (1990:l-2), a time series is a set of data which is collected 

chronologically, usually in terms of equally spaced time intervals. The intrinsic nature 

of a time series is that the observations are correlated and the time orders of 

observations are important. An important part of time series analysis is the selection 

of a suitable probability model for the data. Having chosen a model, the next steps are 

to estimate the parameters of interest, to perform goodness-of-fit tests and to use the 

fitted model to enhance the understanding of the mechanism generating the series. 

The following four steps are important in time series analysis: 

Graphical examination of the series, checking in particular if there is a trend, 

seasonal components, any apparent sharp changes in behaviour and outlying 

observations; 

Remove the trend and seasonal components to obtain stationary residuals. These 

processes involve transformation (which is briefly discussed in Chapter 1, Section 

1.4) and differencing the data; 

Choose a model to fit the residuals, making use of various sample statistics 

including the sample autocorrelation function which will be discussed later in this 

chapter; 



Do forecasting with the adequate model that has been achieved. 

According to Wei (1990:6-10) the following definitions capture some of the key- 

stone basic concepts in time series analysis: 

A stochastic process is a family of time indexed random variables X ( o , t )  , where 

o belongs to a sample space and t  belongs to an index set. 

Consider a finite set of random variables x , X , . . . , X from a stochastic 

process ( X  ( o , t )  : t  = 0,  f 1 ,  f 2 , .  . .] . Then the n-dimensional distribution function is 

defined by: 

( t l t 2 - t n ) ( ( ) l ( ) 2 - - ( ) n )  (3.1) 

A process is said to be nth - order stationary in distribution if its n-dimensional 

distribution function F is time invariant, i.e. if 

~ ( ~ t ~ , ~ t ~ . - - - , ~ t , , ) =  F ( x t l + k ~ x t 2 + k , - - , x t , , + k )  7 (3 .a 
for any integer tl ,t2 ,..., t ,  and k . 

A process is said to be strictly stationary if (3.2) is true for any n. In other words, 

shifting the time origin by an amount k has no effect on the joint distribution, 

which depends only on the intervals between tl , t2 ,  ..., t ,  . 

A process is said to be nth order weakly stationary if all its joint moments up to 

order n exists and are time invariant. 

For a given real-valued process (x ,  : t  = 0,  f 1 ,  f 2, ...I , the mean function of the 

process is defined as: 

4 = E ( X t ) .  

The variance function of the process is defined as: 

d = ~ [ ( x t  -4  )(Xt  -4  )] . 

The covariance function between XtI and Xt2 is defined as: 

The correlation function between Xt, and Xt2 is defined as: 



In the following section we concentrate on the terms 'autocovariance and 

autocorrelation functions'. 

3.2 The autocovariance and autocorrelation functions 

The following brief introduction of these two important concepts, i.e., the 

autocovariance and autocorrelation functions, is based on the content of Wei 

(1990:10-11) and Fuller (1996:7-12). 

For a stationary process { X, 1 , E (x,) = p denotes the mean and 

2 
Var (X, ) = E (x, - p) = o2 denotes the variance, which are both constants. If two 

variables X,, and Xt2 are considered, and if t, = s and t2 = t ,  then the covariances 

between two variables X, and X, denoted by COV(X,,X,), are functions only of 

the time difference it - sl, s < t . The joint distribution of X, and X, depends only on 

It - sl, s < t , which is 

y (t, , t2) also depends 

autocovariance function 

referred to as the lag. Thus the autocovariance function 

on /r-sl, s < t .  If t , = t  and t 2 = t + k ,  we denote the 

yk is referred to as the autocovariance coefficient at lag k. The size of an 

autocovariance coefficient depends on the unit in which X, is measured. 

It is useful to standardize the autocovariance function to produce a function called the 

autocorrelation function (ACF), which measures the correlation between X, and 

Xt+k . If tI = t and t2 = t + k , then the ACF is denoted by: 

where yk is the autocovariance defined in (3.7) above and yo = Var (x, ) = 



The properties of the autocovariance and ACF for a stationary process are as follows: 

(a) yo = var (x , )  3 po = 1 .  

(b) i n l < u o 3 I f i l ' l .  

(c) yk = y-k 3 pk = p-k , Vk, i.e. yk and pk are even functions and hence 

symmetric about the time origin, k = 0 .  This follows from the fact that the time 

difference between X, and Xr+k ,  and X, and Xt-k are the same. Therefore, the 

ACF is often plotted only for nonnegative lags, and the plot is referred to as a 

correlogram. 

The lag k of the autocovariance yk and autocorrelation pk is discrete if the time 

series is discrete and continuous if the time series is continuous. 

In the following section the general concept of partial autocorrelation function is 

introduced. A necessary condition for a function to be the autocovariance or 

autocorrelation function of some process is that it should be positive semidefinite. It is 

now possible to define a useful concept, i.e. White noise processes. 

A process {a,] is called a white noise process if it is a sequence of uncorrelated 

random variables from a fixed distribution with constant mean E (a,) = p a ,  usually 

2 assumed to be 0, constant variance ~ a r ( a ,  ) = oa and yk = cov(a,, ) = 0 for all 

k # 0 .  By definition, it immediately follows that a white noise process {a,] is 

stationary with the autocovariance function 

the autocorrelation function 

and the partial autocorrelation function (also see the discussion in the following 

paragraph) 



Since by definition po = +00 = 1 for any process, when we talk about the 

autocorrelation and partial autocorrelations, we refer only to pk and +w, for k  # 0 .  

The basic phenomenon of the white noise process is that the ACF and PACF are 

identically equal to zero. Although this process hardly ever occurs in applied time 

series, it plays an important role as basic building block in the construction of time 

series models. 

A white noise process is Gaussian if its joint distribution is normal. Ln the following 

discussions, unless mentioned otherwise, {a , ]  is always referred to as a zero mean 

Gaussian white noise process. 

3.3 The partial autocorrelation function (PACF) 

According to Wei (1 990: 12-1 6), the partial autocorrelation is the correlation between 

X, and after the mutual linear dependency on the intervening variables 

X,+l, Xt+2,..., Xt+k-l has been removed. The PACF is defined by: 

where +w, denotes the PACF between X, and X,+k at lag k.  2, and are the 

linear estimates given by 2, = UX,+, + P2X,+2 + ... + a-IXt+k-l  and 

kt+k =alX,+k-, +a2X,+k-2 +...+ak-lX,+I, where Pi and a , ,  1 S i S k - 1  are the 

mean square linear regression coefficients obtained from minimizing E X, - X, ( T 
and E (x,+~ - 2,+,,)Z respectively. 

In the next section, the estimators for the parameters of the autocovariance and the 

autocorrelation functions are derived, because a stationary time series is characterized 

by its mean p , variance cr2, autocorrelation pk and partial autocorrelation +w,. 

The exact values of these parameters can be calculated if the ensemble of all possible 

realizations is known. Otherwise, they can be estimated if multiple independent 

realizations are available. However, in most applications, it is difficult or impossible 

to obtain multiple realizations. Most available time series constitute only a single 



realization. This makes it impossible to calculate the ensemble average. However, for 

a stationary process we have a natural alternative of replacing the ensemble average 

by the time average. In the following, we examine conditions under which we can 

estimate the mean and autocovariance and hence the autocorrelations by using time 

average. 

3.4 Estimation of the autocovariance and the autocorrelation 

Unfortunately the ACF does not unequally specify a time series. It is possible to find 

other normal and non-normal processes with the same ACF (or very close to the same 

ACF), which makes interpretation of the sample behaviour difficult. However, the 

concept remains to be an important guide to the properties of a time series as  well as 

the sample autocorrelation coefficients of an observed time series, which measure the 

correlation between observations at different distances apart. These coefficients often 

provide insight into the probability model which generated the data. To assess the 

degree of dependence in the data and to select a model for the data we use the sample 

ACF. If there is a belief that the data are realized values of a stationary time series 
- 

(x) , then the sample ACF will be useful in estimating the ACF of (x,) . This 

estimate suggests a way to decide on which of the other stationary time series models 

are suitable candidates to represent the dependence in the data. 

Wei (1 990: 19-22) defines the sample autocovariance of realization (x, : t = 1,2, ..., n) 

of a time series by: 

1 n-k 

f k  =-Z[(X, -X)(X,+, -x)], k=0,1,2 ,..., n-1, 
!=I 

1 
where X = - Z XI denotes the sample mean of the time series. 

!=I 

The autocorrelations of the time series ( X, ) are defined in (3.8) and are estimated 

from an observed series (x, : t = 1,2, ..., n) by the sample autocorrelations defined by: 



n-k 

C [(xt - q x f + k  -q] 

Therefore, the sample ACF is symmetric about the origin k = 0 .  

In the following section the estimation of the PACF is discussed. This estimator is 

referred to as the sample PACF. 

3.5 Sample PACF 

The sample PACF of lag k is the autocorrelation between X, and XfPk that is not 

accounted for by lags 1 through k-1. Sample PACF of a realization 

{ X, : t = 1,2, ..., n) of a time series is defined by: 

consistent estimators of the theoretical partial autocorrelations. 

3.6 Autoregressive (AR) process 

Two useful ways of expressing a time series process exist. One representation implies 

writing a process X, as a linear combination of a sequence of uncorrelated random 

variables, and the other involves writing the process in a way in which the value of X 

at time t is regressed on its own past values plus a random shock. We refer to the 

representations as the moving average and the autoregressive representations 

respectively. 

In paragraph 2.5.1 the AR(p) and AR(1) processes were used in a bootstrap 

application. 



In this section the general idea of AR processes is introduced and the first order AR 

process is defined. According to Fuller (1996:3941) the autoregressive process of 

order p, also known as AR ( p )  process, is given by: 

x, = ( b , X , - , + ~ X , - ,  + . . . + ( p x , - ,  + E l .  

By introducing the backshifi operator Bj  by B J X ,  = X,- j ,  it follows that 

X, = (b,B1x, + h B 2 x ,  + . . . + 4 p B P X ,  + E ,  . Equivalently, 

( p  ( B ) &  = El , (3.13) 

where 4, ( B )  = 1 - 918' - h B 2  - ... - ( p  B P  . Also B  is known as a lag operator. 

P 
Wei (1 990:32) states that if lh 1 < m then the process is said to be invertible. For a 

k=l 

process to be stationary the roots of +p ( B )  = 0 must lie outside the unit circle. It is 

usually assumed that the error term (E, ) of (3.13) is normally distributed with mean 

zero and unit variance. This is usually done by standardizing the time series to unit 

variance. 

The representation of the AR process plays an important role in understanding the 

mechanism of forecasting. AR processes are useful in describing situations in which 

the present value of a time series depends on its preceding values plus a random 

shock. An example is given below, where the order of the AR process is chosen to be 

equal to one. 

3.6.1 First-order Gaussian AR process (AR(1)-process) 

Let ( X , )  be a stationary series satisfying the following process: 

X ,  = ( ~ , X , _ , + E ,  for t=0,+1,+2 ,..., (3.14) 

where ( E ,  ) - N(O,CF~)  independently, ( < 1 ,  X ,  and E, are uncorrelated for s < t . 

By taking the expectation on each side of (3.14), with E ( E ,  ) = 0 , it follows that 

E (x ,  ) = 0 .  The autocovariance of the AR (1) process is given by: 

2 Since yo = Var ( X, ) , and Var (x ,  ) = yo + o, , and 7, = 4, yo, 



Since yo = ~ a r  (x,  ) , and Var (x,  ) = A2 yo + o: , and yl = 4 yo, we can conclude that 

The ACF can be found using the definition and the observation. 

Yk = Y-k 7 

which leads to the following: 

From the linearity of the covariance function in each of its arguments and the fact that 

E, is uncorrelated with X,-l it follows that: 

Hence, it follows that the variance of the first order AR process is: 

AR processes of higher order are more complicated regarding their analysis, and we 

will rather continue with the next paragraph, which contains a brief definition of the 

general concepts regarding the moving average process. Also, the problem of 

determining whether the process is stationary or nonstationary will be addressed. 



3.7 Moving average (MA) process 

The MA process of order q is denoted by MA (q) and described by: 

X, = Et -61~t-l - 62&t-2 -...-6 E 9 t-9 

( 
2 =st - O1B st + & B  st +...+ 6 q B q ~ t  

= ( l - ( 6 , ~ '  +B,B~+. . .+B,B~))E,  

= 6, ( B k t  

where {st ] is a purely random process with mean zero and variance crz , {B,] are 

constants and B is the backshift operator. 

2 2 Because 1 +el  + . . . + Bq < a, , a finite moving average process is always stationary, 

according to Wei (1990: 46). This moving average process is invertible if the roots of 

6, (B) = 0 lie outside the unit circle. Box and Jenkins (1976) call a process invertible 

if it can be written in an autoregressive (AR) form. Wei (1990: 26) also explains the 

concept of invertibility. Wei (1990:47-53) proved that a stationary process that 

contains no deterministic component that can be forecast or predicted exactly fiom its 

own past can always be expressed in the form of (3.1 8). These processes are useful in 

describing phenomena in which events produce an immediate effect that only lasts for 

short periods of time. 

From Wei (1990: 52), for (3.18), the variance is given by: 

;yo = cov (xt , x, ) 
9 

=crzcs;', where O,, - 1 .  

The other autocovariances at lag k are given by: 

Yk = Cov(Xt, Xt-k ) 

As yk does not depend on the time t ,  and the mean is constant, the  MA(^) process is 

second-order stationary for all values { B, ] 



The ACF of the M A ( q )  process at lag k is given by the following expression: 

A special property of the M A  process is that the ACF cuts ofat lag q. 

3.8 Remarks 

More useful time series representations exist. It is true that a stationary and invertible 

process can be represented either in a moving average form or in an autoregressive 

form. However, a problem with either representation is that it may contain too many 

parameters. This is true even for a finite order moving average and a finite order 

autoregressive model as it often takes a high order model for good approximation. In 

general, a large number of parameters reduce efficiency in estimation. Thus, in model 

building, it may be necessary to include both autoregressive and moving average 

terms in a model. This leads to the following useful mixed autoregressive moving 

average (ARMA) process: 

4,(B)Xt =Bq (B)&tr (3.22) 

where @ p ( B ) = l - h B - - . - - 4 p ~ P  and B q ( B ) = l - B l B - - - - - 6 q ~ q .  

We refer to this process as an A R M A ( ~ , ~ )  process, in which p  and q  are used to 

indicate the orders of the associated autoregressive and moving average polynomials, 

respectively. The stationary and invertible ARMA process can be written in an 

autoregressive representation as: 

n ( B ) X t  = q,  

h ( B )  where n ( B )  = - = ( 1  - nl B  - q B  - - a .  . This process can also be written as a 
6, (4 1 

moving average representation: 

xt = v ( B ) %  

6, (4 2 where I ( ~ ) = - = ( l + y l ~ + v 2 ~  -.-.). 
h ( B )  



The stationarity conditions depend on the autoregressive part, i.e., the roots of 

4p ( B )  = 0 should be larger than one. The invertibility conditions only depend on the 

moving average part, i.e., the roots of 8, ( B )  = 0 should also be larger than one. Many 

useful series exist in this family, for example, the ARMA (1,l) process. 

In model building, it may be necessary to include both autoregressive and moving 

average terms in a model, which leads to a mixed autoregressive moving average 

(ARMA) process: ~ , , ( B ) x ,  =B,(B)u, where h ( B ) = l - ( 4 , ~ + . . . + 4 , , ~ ~ )  and 

8, ( B )  = 1 - ( 0 , ~  + . . . + QqBq ) . Properties of this model are discussed in Wei 

(1 990:5664). 

Several nonstationary models exist, such as the ARIMA models, which are defmed 

by : 

4 p ( ~ ) ( l - ~ ) d  Xt =Q,(B)&t. (3.23) 

where the stationary AR operator 4p ( B )  = 1 - B  - - -  - - 4p BP and the invertible MA 

operator 8, ( 8 )  = 1 - QIB -..- - B, Bq share no common factors. 

( 1 -  B ) ~  X, is a "differenced series". To understand the meaning of the term 

"differencing", we consider the following: Although many time series are 

nonstationary, due to some equilibrium forces, different parts of these series behave 

very much alike except for their difference in the local mean levels. Box and Jenkins 

(1976: 85) refer to this kind of nonstationary behavior as homogeneous nonstationary. 

In terms of the ARMA models, the process is nonstationary if some roots of its AR 

polynomial do not lie outside the unit circle. However, by the nature of homogeneity, 

the local behavior of this kind of homogeneous nonstationary series is independent of 

its level. Hence, by letting Y ( B )  be the autoregressive operator describing the 

behavior, we have 

Y ( B ) ( x ,  +c)  = Y ( B ) x ,  

for any constant C. This implies that Y ( B )  must be of the form 



Y(B) = + ( ~ ) ( l - q d ,  

for some d > 0 where +(B) is a stationary autoregressive operator. Thus, a 

homogeneous nonstationary series can be reduced to a stationary series by taking a 

suitable difference of the general series. In other words, the series {x,} is 

nonstationary but its d-th differenced series, ((1 - B)" X ,  1 for some integer d 2 1 , is 

stationary. For example, if the d-th differenced series follows a white noise 

phenomenon, we have 

d 
(1-B) X I  =&,. 

The parameter O0 plays lTpry different roles for d = 0 and d > 0 . When d = n , the 

original process is stationary. However, when d 2 1,  Oo is called the deterministic 

trend term and is often omitted from the model unless it is really needed. The 

resulting homogeneous nonstationary model in (3.23) has been referred to as the 

autoregressive integrated moving average model of order (p,d,q) and is denoted as 

the ARIMA (p, d, q)  model. When p = 0 ,  the ARIMA (p, d ,  q)  model is also called 

the integrated moving average model or order (d, q) and is denoted as the IMA (d, q) 

model. The Random Walk Model, the ARIMA(0,1,1) also known as the IMA(1,l) 

model belongs to this class of models. 

All or some of these models may be applicable in Chapters 4 and 5. 



CHAPTER 4 

NEW TESTS INVOLVING THE BOOTSTRAP METHOD 

4.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to determine tests, parametric and non-parametric, for 

equality of trends against any suitable alternative hypothesis, in two or more time 

series, i.e. when the usual i.i.d. assumptions and distribution assumptions usually 

associated with two sample comparisons, are relaxed. The new proposed tests will 

involve the bootstrap method, and we also wish to determine the power of the new 

tests. 

The motivation for developing tests of this nature was founded when data, obtained 

from operators of expensive equipment working in a quarry, were analysed. In order 

to understand the applicability of these types of tests, a brief discussion of the 

practical situation of concern, now follows. Similar situations are abundant in various 

analytical fields. 

Data collection was designed to gain information on critical factors which would be 

reflective of operator fatigue, since the objective of the analysis was to develop a 

fatigue management program for the industry concerned. Possible causal factors of 

fatigue had to be identified and investigated in order to establish possible trends and 

recognition of fatigue predictors so that effective interventions could be designed. 

Data collection comprised of various sub components, including physiological 

functioning. For example, heart rates were measured using polar watches, as well as 

other variables, including dietary habits, sleeping patterns, environmental factors 

such as noise, light and temperature in the work place and at home, psychological 

factors such as concentration, reaction time and information processing speed. The 

necessary design ethics and risk factors were in place and sampling was done 

randomly. Since the client was interested in possible ways to rninimise accidents due 

to decreasing alertness of the operators, data related to "alertness" were studied. The 

factor "Work Shifts" (i-e. the duration, schedule, etc.) were suspected of influencing 

non-alertness and accident risk. Various complicated computer-based tests of 

alertness failed in the circumstances because of unforeseen practical matters out of 

control, but the heart beats of the operators were available and useable. 



It is assumed in the health-related literature that for normal, healthy workers in the

situation of interest, heart beat values below 65 are associated with increasing lack of

alertness and potential accidents. Operator heart beats were measured every 15

seconds while on duty, for three weeks, during which the workers all worked on

several day shifts, night shifts and morning shifts of 8 hours each. Several shift

combinations were put to test. To indicate the influence of shifts (day, night and

morning shifts) on the fatigue-patterns and behaviour of the operators during working

hours, first glance graphical indications such as the examples below, indicated that

operators may indeed not be alert and capable of handling the equipment in many

situations. It is also true that trends are not particularly useful since accidents occur at

individual points when heart beats drop (Le. when an operator falls asleep) which

depend on various factors such as 'time into shift', 'different alertness tolerance of

operators', and many other factors mentioned above regarding off shift behaviour and

circumstances. The following graphs are examples of typical behaviour of the heart

beats of operators and shift related patterns.

Fig. 1: Time series representing the day shift heart beats of Operator 1, say for week!.

Operator 5 below seems to be by day a 'safer' worker than the first, since he stays

alert, except for an occasional dip into unalertness (which may result in an accident -

only one accident is necessary to establish loss).
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Fig. 2: Time series representing the day shift heart beatsof Operator 5, for week 1.
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1500

The night shifts (22:00-06:00) for each operator, presented by graphs similar to Fig. 1

and 2 above, revealed similar differences between the behaviour of the operators, but

also appearsto be different from the day-shift dataas is evidentfromFig. 3 and4.

Fig. 3: Time series representing the night shift heart beats of Operator 1, for week 2.
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Operator 1, Week 2 (6 night shifts)
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Fig. 4: Time series representing the night shift heart beats of Operator 5, for week 2.

. The graphs above reveal interesting potential hypotheses to be tested, such as:

Accidents are more likely to occur during night shifts than during day shifts in

general or for a specific operator. Or: An operator is equally alert during morning,

day and night shifts. Or: Operators are more alert during morning shift than during

night shifts and many more.

. The heart rates of some operators (operator 1 for example) are low very early in

the shifts. This tendency lasts throughout the week. This tendency differs from

operator to operator.

From similar comparative graphs the way in which the individual operators react to

day shifts, night shifts and morning shift from days 1 - 6 of the different shifts as the

weeks progressed, forms a picture. For example, the graphs show that throughout the

study, the night shifts present problem zones, for all the operators. Furthermore it

seems that the day shifts become more risk prone towards midweek. Some of the

operators experienced problems at the beginning of the morning shifts as well, but in

general it seems that the morning shifts were less risky as far as fatigue related

accidents are concerned.
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It is clear, that most of the hypotheses of concern can be formulated in the form: 

Ho : p, = p 2 ,  where pi represents the mean of the ith population of interest. 

Also, multiple comparisons such as Ho : p1 = p, = p3 = p4 = ..... are of interest, 

which is not part of the present study. 

More specific hypotheses can be formulated, such as: 

Ho : pFP1 = pfp' , where pfP' = mean heart beat of operator 1 during situation 1, 

and pfP' is the mean heart beat of Operator 1 in situation 2. Also 

Ho : pfp' = pfP2, where pYP' = mean heart beat of operator 1 during situation 1, 

and pfP2 is the mean heart beat of Operator 2 in situation 2. 

It appeared that serial correlation was present within each data set as well as other 

dependence structures in the two data sets of concern, whichever hypothesis was 

tested, were indeed present in all cases. By ignoring serial correlation and dependence 

structures, wrong conclusions may result, if the usual parametric or non-parametric 

two sample tests are applied. 

The following parametric tests are not applicable on the data because the two sets of 

data are not independent in some cases, and because of the autocorrelation structures 

in each time series dataset: The z-test, t-test, Mann-Whitney U test, the t-test for 

dependent samples and Wilcoxon matched-pair sign-rank test for dependent samples. 

4.2 Relating methods from literature 

Several testing procedures have been explored in the literature recently, utilizing 

different statistical viewpoints in comparing populations or characteristics of 

populations, in situations were the usual tests mentioned above, are not applicable. 

(i). For example: McGregor and Babb (1 989) studied the behaviour of F test-statistics 

based on the differences of two time series, having nonnegative trends. These 

trends are taken to be proportional, and the observations were observed at the 

same time points where the differences are computed. The object of the test is to 

determine the equality of trends against inequality of trends provided the paired 

differences are independently and identically distributed normal variables. In 



more detail, the two time series have nonnegative trends which are proportional, 

as is seen from the following formulations. 

Let t, < ... < t, be a fixed set of equispaced time points at which both series are 

observed. Considering two time series given by: 

I;. = pi + si (treated as a Control series) and 

Zi = xipi + qi (treated as an Experimental series), 

where pi = p (ti) is a non-random nonnegative function of ti , 7ri = n (ti) is an 

unknown nonnegative parameter, and both E; = &(ti) and qi = q (ti) are random 

error terms with zero mean for all ti, i = 1,2 ..... n . 

If the proportionality constant ni < 1, then relative to the series I;. the series Zi is 

reduced, otherwise if proportionality constant xi > l  then Zi is increased, 

i = 1,2, ..., n. 

By denoting the difference between the two time series, by Xi, we have: 

Let Si =si -qi, i=1,2 ,..., n .  Then 

Ali (1973) found the exact distribution of: 

if { x i ] ,  i = 1,2,. . ., n follow a multivariate normal distribution with mean zero 

and the covariance matrix diagonal elements being unity and off diagonal 

elements being the correlation p .  Furthermore, he showed that the tails of the 

distribution of T are thicker than those of the standard (p = 0) t-distribution, for 

(p > 0) , and they are thinner for (p < 0) . 



If 6, are independent N (0, 02)  and if yn = n - ' 5  xi denotes the sample mean 
i=l 

n - 2 
and ~ f y  = (n - 1)-I Z(X, - X) denotes the sample variance, then McGregor and 

i=l 

Babb (1989) showed that: 

If n = 1, then both a; and S; are unbiased estimators of 02 and therefore 

- 

Since the population means {p, ] t 0, if n z 1, 2; will be larger than E Sx , ( 2 ,  

which is clearly a motivation of using the F-test to test the null hypothesis n = 1 

against the alternative hypothesis n # 1. 

Suppose the errors for the two given time series { E ~  ] and { q  ] are governed by 

first order autoregressive (AR(1)) processes gi = + A  and vi = pqi-, + gi 

respectively, with the same autoregressive parameter p , where 0 < (pi < 1 and 

the {L) and {gi) are sets of independent normal random variables with zero 

means. Then, the difference of the two AR(1) processes given by: 

si = pSiPl + ei , 

where {ei) are independent normal random variables with zero mean and assume 

without loss of generality that they have unit variances. 

Under the conditions that the processes are governed by an AR(1) process, a 

method similar to that of Daniels (1956) is used for deriving the approximated 

large-sample distribution of F when n = 1,  and it is found that after 



transformation and some mathematics, McGregor and Babb (1989) found that the 

approximate probability density function of F is: 

where 0 < u < 1, 0 < lpl < 1 and 

Using the L'Hopital's Rule, McGregor and Babb (1989) showed that 

lim d ( f )  = g(x),  where (x) is the exact probability density function of F, 
P+O 

with 1 and (n  - 1) degrees of freedom, i.e., 

r (n) = % xh'e-"cix 

(ii). In another interesting paper, Aminzadeh (1999) combines two correlated time 

series Z and Y in the sense of estimating P(Z<Y) , especially with the aim of 

future prediction. The main purpose of the paper is to estimate the probability 

that, given the values of the two time series in the past, Z<Y at a specific time in 

the future. Aminzadeh (1999) states the following: 

Let = Z,,& ,..., 2, and Y = $,Y2 ,..., Y, represent observations of two 

correlated time series Z and Y , respectively. Let Zn+L and Ynt+k denote values 

of Z and Y at the future time n + L and m + k respectively, for L, k = 1,2,3 ,... . 

Often in practice people face the problem of estimating 

Q = P ( z , + ~  < Y,,, 12, Y) , where n + L = m + k . In this paper Aminzadeh 

assumed that values of the random variables Z and Y changes over time. 

Three models of stationary time series are used to represent behavior of the time 

series Z and Y ,  namely AR, MA and ARMA processes. Furthermore, it is 

assumed that the white noise process associated with the series Z and Y ,  has a 

bivariate normal distribution. The behaviour of the Z and Y series is represented 

by the same model, and estimation of Q is of interest. 



(a) Autoregressive models 

Let the series 2. and Y be governed by A R ( ~ )  processes given by 

P P 

zt - p = #i (zt-j - p )  + and I; - 5 = oi ( I ; - i  - 5 )  + b, respectively, where, 
i=l i=l 

# i ,  Bi for i = 1,2, ...,p are the AR parameters and a , ,  b, are white-noise 

processes with E (a,  ) = E (b, ) = 0, Var (a,  ) = &, var (b, ) = 0: and 

~ ~ ~ ( a , , a , , ~ ) = ~ o v ( b , , b , , , ) = O  for r , s + O .  

Since correlation exists between { a , )  and {b,) ,  it is assumed that the joint 

probability distribution of u, and b, is a bivariate normal distribution, with 

Let Zn ( L ) = E ( z , + ~  I z )  and Ym (k) = E ( Y , + ~  I Y )  . Using the AR ( p )  processes, 

it is found that: 

Furthermore, let en ( L )  and E ,  ( k )  represent the differences between actual and 

expected values of Z and Y at times n + L and m + k respectively, denoted by: 

en ( L )  = zn+L - z n  ( L )  and ~m ( k )  = Ym+k -Ym ( k ) ?  

which represent the residuals of the series at future times and it is shown that 

& =l,Rl - 4 ,  ..., R,, =ZhR, ,+  and So =l ,Sl  =el, ..., Sw = Z B , S ~ - ~  
i=l i=l 

Using the assumption for the white noise processes, a, and b,, the following 

results are derived: 



L-l k-l 
v ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ( L ) ) = v ~ ~ ( z ~ + ~ ) = o $ C R : ,  v a r ( t ; , ( k ) ) = v a r ( y m + k ) = o ? C 6 ;  

L-l k-l ( and cov (en (L), &rn (k)) = P ~ Z ~ Y  C C W w  - 

1 Since en (L)  and E,,, (k)  are both linear combinations of normal variables, their 

' marginal distributions are normal. Therefore, ZniL and Ym+& are normally 

distributed. Hence, Q = P (z,+ < Ym+k Iz, Y) = @ (6) , where 

6 =  &I (k)  -Zn @ )  , with @ the cumulative 
P a r ( e n  (L))+v+, (k))-2cov(en (L)~E, (k)) 

( distribution function of the standard normal distribution. 

Note that the estimation of Q requires estimators of the parameters involved in 6 .  

For all the models that follow, the same procedure is used to determine the 

quantity 6 .  

1 (b) Moving average processes (MA) 

1 The moving average processes of order q for the series Z and Y are defmed by 

4 4 
Aminzadeh (1 999) as: Z, - p = a, - y,a,- , and Y, - 6 = b, - q,bt-, , where 

j:1 j=l 

( y,, p, for j = 1,2, ...,q are MA parameters. For these models it was shown that 

1 Q = P(z,+, < Y,+, Iz,Y) = @(6) ,  where 

(c) Autoregression moving average processes (ARMA) 

The autoregressive moving average processes of order p and q for the Z and Y 

series are: 



where 4,. , Oi, y, , 9, for i = 1,2, ..., p; j = 1,2 ,..., q are ARMA parameters. Hence, 

Q = P(z,+, < Ym+k I z .  Y )  = @(S), where 

Similar expressions are derived for other time series models. Often in practice 

the condition of the stationary time series is not valid. In this case, the 

difference transformations are performed on each series separately to move 

closer to stationary conditions. 

(iii). Ducharrne and Ledwina (2003) developed an efficient and adaptive 

nonparametric test for the two-sample problem when two independent samples 

are available: 

where F and G are unknown continuous distribution functions. The testing 

problem is Ho : F = G vs. HI : F # G . 

(iv). Alonso and Maharaj (2006) propose a procedure based on subsampling for 

testing the equality of the generating processes of two stationary time series 

that may or may not be assumed to be independently generated. Basawa et al. 

(1984), Maharaj (1996), Guo (1999) and Maharaj (2000) also proposed test 

procedures which involve the estimation of models. Coates and Diggle (1 986), 

Swanepoel and VanWyk (1986) and Tirnmer et al. (1999) developed test 

procedures based on spectral estimation. With the exception of Maharaj 

(2000), the above-mentioned methods are only applicable to series that are 



assumed to be independently generated from each other. We will not discuss 

these methods in more detail. 

4.3 Developing the new tests 

Keeping the previous two paragraphs in mind, i.e. knowing which tests are not 

applicable, and after studying and searching for test procedures to test for equality of 

the means, new tests involving non-parametric techniques are developed below. The 

new methods can be clarified under the category "model-based resampling methods", 

discussed in Chapter 2, paragraph 2.5. Resampling is done on residuals and is based 

on specific time series models, as described in Davison and Hinkley (1997,389-391). 

The criteria set for the new methods involve satisfactory accurate significance levels 

and high power. 

In Section 4.4 below, a brief discussion on the term "serial correlation" will be given. 

In Section 4.5, a test involving two independent samples X and Y will be discussed, 

where both X and Y are serially correlated internally. Tests for two dependent 

samples X and Y , where both X and Y are serially correlated sets of data, will be 

discussed in Section 4.6. 

4.4 Serial Correlation 

Usually, in regression models, it is assumed that the error terms are independent of 

each other. In most applications involving time series data, for example in macro- 

economic and financial variables, this assumption is no longer valid, due to many 

reasons such as the "cyclical" nature of the data. 

According to standard literature, when errors associated with observations of different 

time periods are related to each other or when the observations themselves are 

associated with observations of different time periods, we refer to the phenomenon as 

serial correlation. The ACF defined in (3.8) at lag k, expresses numerically the value 

of the serial correlation. 

Most often it is the case that errors associated with adjacent observations are 

correlated, and errors for observations which are "far apart" are not. Thus serial 

correlation is only defined for data sets exhibiting a natural ordering of some sort. One 

example of some type of serial correlation is referred to as first-order serial 



correlation. This means that errors in one time period are directly correlated with 

errors in the next time period (or the previous time period). In most applications, this 

type of serial correlation will be positive and that should lead to interesting 

discussions. Usually discussions of serial correlation will be parallel to discussions of 

heteroscedasticity. 

Regarding serial correlation, answers are usually demanded for the following three 

questions: 

1. What are the consequences of serial correlation in data analysis, especially 

regarding estimation procedures, hypothesis testing, etc? 

2. How can corrections be made to the estimation procedure to allow for serial 

correlation? 

3. Are there tests available to test for the presence of serial correlation in the data 

set? 

According to Kutner et al. (2005: 490 - 498), the effects of Serial Correlation on 

Least Squares Estimates are serious. If serial correlation is present in the data, least 

squares estimators will still be unbiased, but no longer Best Linear Unbiased 

Estimators (BLUE). Moreover, in the case of positive serial correlation, the estimates 

of standard errors will be lower than they should be (i.e. they will be biased 

downward). This will have consequences for confidence intervals which will be too 

short, and the null hypothesis will be rejected too often. Also R~ values will be 

higher than they should be, and the estimator of the error variance will be smaller than 

it should be. 

The following correction procedure for serially correlated data can be considered and 

applied: 

Consider the following multiple regression model which allows for the order serial 

correlation: 

y, = p, + a x 2 ,  + .-• + pkxk  + E ~ ,  where E( = p-, + vt . 0 5 l P l  < 1 , and it is assumed 

that vt - N(O, 0:) , E, - N (0,o:) and that v, is independent of E, but E, is not 

independent of other error terms, such as the st-, . It is clear that the value of the error 

term in the current period is determined by reducing the value of the error in the 

previous period and adding an effect of a different random variable with mean equal 



to zero. This type of error behaviour is referred to as a first order autoregressive 

(AR(1)) process, as we have seen in Chapter 3. The questions to be answered are: 

How does the value of the error in the current time period affect the error value in 

other periods? 

C a n  serial correlation be removed from the data? 

answer these questions, note that it has been proved that v a r ( ~ , )  = V . r ( v t  ) (see 
1 - p 2  

Neter el al, 2005: 487) and the correlation between error terms fades as the time 

periods move W h e r  apart, i.e. 

2 C O V ( E ~ , E , - ~ ) = ~ X V ~ ( ~ , ~ ,  C U V ( ~ , E , - ~ ) = P  X V ~ ( E , )  and 

cov (E,  , = p3 x v a r  ( E ~  ) , and so on. 

Furthermore, suppose p were known. There is a simple procedure for transforming 

the data so that serial correlation is no longer present. 

Consider an observation from the model: y, = 4 + f12x2, + --. + f lkxkr + E, in the - 

previous time period, i.e., ytPl = j3, + P2~2t- I  + ---+ flkxkt-1 + E,-1 . Multiply this 

equation by p to obtain pyt-~  = hp + P 2 ~ ~ 2 t - I  + - - -  + f lkpxkl-,  + PE,-I. Subtract this 

equation from the original model equation observed in time period t .  The following 

equation is obtained: 

Y; ( 1 - ~ ) + / 3 2 ~ ; ~ + . - . + f i ~ ~  + v t 7  

* 
j = 2 , 3  ,..., k and v, = E ,  - P E ~ - , .  where y; = yt - py,-1 , x,, = x,, - p x  . 

For the transformed model, the error term v, is serially uncorrelated, so that the 

assumptions of the Gauss Markov theorem are once again satisfied. Thus if we run 

least squares on the transformed model, estimates of the P,, i =  1,2, ..., k will be 

BLUE. 

Note that the transformation y; = y, - py,- l  usually can not be applied in practice, 

since the value of p is unknown. However, the following iterative practical 

procedure can be employed (see Neter et al., 2005: 492): 

A. Run ordinary least squares, and obtain residual values it ,  t = O,1,2, ... , n . 

B. Regress the following model: 



it = pEt-I + vt , 

and obtain the least squares estimate @ . 

C. Using the value of 6 ,  transform the data the way discussed above and run least 

squares on the transformed data. The Durbin-Watson test is then employed to test 

whether the error terms for the transformed model are uncorrelated. If the test 

indicates that they are uncorrelated, the procedure terminates. Otherwise, go back 

to B. 

If the sample size is large, the estimates obtained from this procedure should be close 

to the estimates obtained if p were known. 

A very popular test for serial correlation is the Durbin-Watson test. It is based on the 

intuitive idea that if there is first order serial correlation present, the sample 

correlation between the residual in period t and period t - 1 should be far away from 

0. 

The Durbin Watson test statistic is defined as: 

DW =2(1-fi), 

where f i  is defined as before, i.e. the regression coefficient when it is regressed on 

it-, . To apply the test, critical values are tabulated. Among the sources that describe 

the Durbin-Watson test are Chou (1989), Montgomery and Peck (1992), and Neter et 

al. (1983), which also describe other alternative approaches to deal with 

autoregression. More sources discussing autocorrelation are Schmidt and Taylor 

(1970), Banks and Carson (1984) and Bowerman et al. (2005). 

4.5 Two independent samples, where both X and Y are serially 

correlated 

To understand the relationships that are active in the data in this case, it is necessary 

to consider the structure between the data sets, as well as structured within each data 

set. 



4.5.1 Relationships in the data 

Let (x,, i = 1,2, ..., n] and ( 4 ,  i = 1,2, ..., n) be two independent samples, then (xi] 

does not correspond to ( 7 ] , but Xi depends on Xi-, as well as on previous members 

of the X -series, and <. depends on T-, as well as on previous members of the Y - 

series. Several ways exist for modelling these time series, and the discussion that 

follows will be based on a general formula. However, illustrations of the application 

of the bootstrap method (to determine bootstrap critical values) for this study, will be 

done by using the simple structure of the AR (1) model. More complicated structures 

will follow in follow-up research. 

Suppose XI ,  X2 ,..., X,, and &,Y2 ,..., Ym are two independent data sets, each 

correlated within. The following simple model can be used to describe the behaviour 

of the X -values around its mean px : 

Xi = px + E ~ ,  (4.1 a) 

where the E~ 'S are dependent on previous E -values in some way. A general 

relationship between the q ' s  is described by using any general dependence model, 

2 where the ui, i = 1,2,---, n are i.i.d. random variables. Here E(ui) = 0, Var (ui) = o, , 

((B) = 1 - 4 B - - - - (p BP is the stationary AR operator, and 

8, (B) = 1 - 0, B - ---- 84 B9 is an invertible MA operator sharing no common factors 

between them. If d = q = 0 and p = 1, the AR(1) process is defined, which has a 

simple structure. Similarly, &, Y2,. . . , Ym can be defined around its mean py by the 

model: 

Yj = I ~ r + 8 j ,  (4.1 b) 

where the $ , I s  depend on previous 8 -values according to a general structure: 

p(B)(l- B ) ~  S, = 6,(B)wj, where the wj are i.i.d. random variables, with 

2 E ( W ~ ) = O , V ~ ~ ( W ~ ) = C T ~ ,  j=1,2, ..., rn. p ( B ) = l - q ~ , B - - - . - q ~ B ~  is a stationary 

AR operator and 6, (B) = (1 - 6, B - . .- - 6, BY ) is an invertible MA operator sharing no 



common factors between then. For d = g = 0 and p = 1, the AR(1) process is 

obtained, which will be persued hrther. 

Consider the AR(1) case: For equations (4.1) above, the E,'S and 3,'s are both 

defined then as: 

E~ = ~ X E ~ - I  +uix and gj = py2Jj-, + wjy , 

2 - where US are i.i.d. random variables and E ( u ~  ) = 0, Var (ux ) = ou , z = 1,2,. . . , n . 

2 Also wiy are i.i.d. random variables E(wjY) =07 var(wjy)=oW, j=1 ,2  ,..., m .  

Then for i = 1,2, ..., n , 

xi = p, + + u x  . 

This is equivalent to 

xi -px =px(Xi-l - ~ x ) + u x 7  

so that 

u ~ y  =(Xi-px)-px(Xi-l -PX).  

Similarly, for j = 1,2,. . . , m , 

Y, = p y  + + wjy , 

which is the same as 

Yj - p y  =py(Yj-1 -p,)+wjy7 

so that 

wjy =(Y, -~r)-Py(Yj-l  -PY)- 

4.5.2 Testing procedure 

The hypotheses to be tested are: 

Ho : px = py , VS. H, : px > py (or any other alternative hypotheses). 

If X and Y were independent and uncorrelated within each vector of data, the 

traditional test statistic to be applied would be: 



2 ( n  - 1)s: + ( m  - 1)s: 
where S p  = . From Chapter 1 we know that t follows a t,+m-l 

m+n-2 

distribution under certain conditions, which is not valid in the present situation, due to 

the correlation structures within each data set. Since the distribution of t is not known 

in the present conditions, the decision rule for the new situation will not involve the 

t,+,_, -distribution. 

Ho will be rejected if t 2 C,,,(a) for the one-sided alternative hypothesis above, 

where C,,,(a) is the true critical value defined by: 

PH, (t 2 Cn,m (a)) a. (4.4) 

In the traditional parametric, i.i.d. situations, C,,,(a) would typically be z ( a )  or 

tn+rn-l(a) depending on whether o2 is known/unknown and on the sample sizes. 

But if the parametric and i.i.d. assumptions are not true, the distribution of t is 

unknown, as well as  Cn,,(a). Therefore, the bootstrap approximation of the 

distribution of t will be used to determine bootstrap approximations for the exact 

critical values C,,,(a). Resampling residuals seems to be a handy tool in the effort 

of obtaining bootstrap data sets. 

4.5.3 Bootstrap critical values 

From equations (4.2) and (4.3), X and Y can be expressed in terms of residuals kx 
and Gjy  respectively, for i =  2,3 ,..., n and j =2,3 ,..., m :  

- - 
iix = ( X i - X ) - F x ( X i - l  - X )  and G j y  = ( Y , - Y ) - ~ y ( ~ j - I - Y ) .  

Keep in mind that the residuals iix and Gjy cannot be computed unless appropriate 

estimators for px and p, are formulated. Standard estimators for the autocorrelation 

function in these cases are defined by: 

j=2 
fix = n and by = rn 

C (X ,  -Q2 x ty,  - 



The bootstrap samples must adhere to the following imitation of the real data (see 

(4.2) and (4.3): 

* - * - xi -x, =bX(Xi-, -xn)+u ,> , ( i=2  ,..., n), 
* - * - 

Y,-Y,=&(Y,-I-Ym)+w*. ( j = 2  
(4.5) 

JY, ---,m), 

where the u k  and wJy are i.i.d. variables respectively, drawn from the centered 

residuals i& and ti; defined below, with probability 1 l(n -1) and probability 

1 l(m - 1) respectively. Efion and Tibshirani (1993) suggested using the initial values 

X; = X I  and I;* = Y, for each bootstrap sample, but other possibilities exist, for 

example, the medians of the two samples. For the present study, the values 
- 

X; = XI - X, and $ = & - are chosen as fixed initial values when generating the 

respective bootstrap samples from the centered residuals, because the two values 

represent the location of the two datasets: 

for i = 2, ..., n and 

Instead of (4.2) and (4.3), the model assumptions E (uX) = 0, i = 2,. . . , n and 

E (w,, ) = 0, j = 1,2,. . . , m are imitated better. 

To summarize, the first bootstrap sample X* = (x; , X; , . . . , X: ) is generated as 

follows: 

with probability l/n - 1 to find A. Draw with replacement from ufx , uf x, .  . . , ~ c ~ - ~ , ~  

B. Determine bx and X, from the initial sample. 

C. Take X; = XI - 2, and determine X; h r n  (4.5). 

D. Repeat step A above to obtain u$ and use the values of X; , xn and & to 

determine X; , and repeat the process to find x:, X; , . . . , X: 

E. In the same way, find Y* =(Y,*,Y; ,..., Y;). 



The bootstrap samples can now be used to obtain bootstrap approximations of Cn (a) . 

Bootstrap estimated critical values are obtained from the bootstrap imitation of (4.4): 

* * 
P * (t 2 CnYm (a)) a, 

Ho 
(4.7) 

where 

The formulation of accommodates the null-hypothesis. 

These quantities are calculated by using the bootstrap samples X* and Y * .  The 

following procedure should be used to determine bootstrap approximated critical 

values: 

A. Generate the first bootstrap samples X* ( 1  = ( X  , x , .  . . , x ) and 

* ( 1  = ( 5 ,  , . . . , Y ) as described above and calculate the first t* value 

according to (4.7). This will be referred to as t;. 

B. Generate the second bootstrap samples X* (2) = (x; , X ;  , . . . , X: ) and 

Y* ( 2 )  = (q*, Y;, . . ., Y:) as above and determine t; . 

* * 
C. Repeat the process B times to produce test-statistics values tl , t2,.  . . , t i  . 

* * 
D. Son the t* values from smallest to largest to yield 4,). . . . ,(is) . 

E. Then the bootstrap approximation of C,,, ( a )  is en,, ( a )  = t[,(l-U)l. 

F. Ho is rejected if r 2 en,, ( a )  

4.6 Two dependent samples X and Y ,  both are serially correlated 

We again consider the structural relationships between as well as within the data sets. 



4.6.1 Relationships in the data 

The data sets in this paragraph are two dependent data sets X and Y , and both X 

and Y are serially correlated within. The new test is based on data pairs, as was done 

when the t-test for dependent data were discussed previously in Chapter 1. This means 

that {xi, i = 1,2 ,..., n) and { Y ; ,  i = 42 ,..., n) are the two dependent sets and that 

{xi) corresponds to {I;), but since both sets of data are serially correlated as well, 

X, depends on Xi-1 as well as on previous members of the X -series, and & 

depends on Y;:-, as well as on previous members of the Y -series, as was mentioned 

in Section 4.5 above. 

Let X and Y be dependent data sets and assume that the sample sizes are equal, i.e. 

of size n, with both X and Y serially correlated. Pair the data and let 

( x ~ )  i = 1,2,... n) represent the pairs of subjects. Then 

{ Di = X. I - Y. 1, i = 1,2, ..., n) will represent the correlated differences 4 , D2 , . . . , Dn . 

For theoretical purposes, these pairs must be modelled, the Di's can be modelled 

around the mean difference po = px - py as follows: Di = p~ + ai (i = 1, 2, - - -  , n) 

where the ai ls  are dependent on previous a-values. This dependence can be 

expressed in a general form such as the AFUMA formulation discussed in Section 4.5 

above. In practical situations, the time series resulting from the pairs of data Di , will 

frrst be processed to determine the specific type of relationship that exists, i.e., the 

time series applicable must be identified. To our knowledge there is no rule that 

governs the form of the dependence structures in the differences (D) with those in the 

samples X and Y . Therefore we express the dependence structure in D in a general 

way and model fitting must be done first. If the differences (D) forms an AR(1) 

process, we will proceed in the way explained below, but the procedures developed 

provide for many other time series. The illustration of the bootstrap application will 

be in terms of the simpler AR(1) form and imitate the previous techniques. 

As before, the following condition has to be satisfied which is analogous to (4.2): 

Di -(PX - ~ y ) = # D ( ~ i - l  -(PX -PY))+U~D~ (4.9) 



where the u i ~  are i.i.d. random variables, and therefore 

-PD = 4~ (Oi-1 - P D  + U ~ D .  

4.6.2 Testing procedure 

The hypotheses of no difference between the series X and Y are formulated in terms 

of the differences, given by: 

Ho : p~ = 0 vs. H, : pD > 0 or any other alternative hypothesis. 

This hypothesis is tested by using the test statistic: 

- 2  - where a (D) denotes the estimated variance of B, and dep denotes the dependence 

of the two original datasets X and Y . 

- 2  - For the estimation of a ( D ) ,  standard time series results revised in Chapter 3 and 

repeated below, entails the following procedure: 

For a stationary process {z,) , the mean is denoted by E(Zt )  = p and variance is 

denoted by var (2,) = E(Zt - ,u12 = a2 , the covariances between Zt and Zt+,, are 

given by yk = Cov(Zt - ,u)(Z,+~ - p )  , and the autocorrelation at lag k between Z, 

and Zt+k is pk = C O G ,  7 Zl+k Yk = - , where Var(Zt ) = v ~ r ( Z , + ~ )  = yo, under 
I"(z,,JVaro Yo 

Y1 stationarity of the process Zt . In paired data it means that #D = -, and therefore 
Yo 

1 " 1 n-1 
where f o  = - ~ ( D ~ - D ) ~  and p, =-E(D,-D)(D~+, -fi) (Wei, 1990: lo).  

n i=l * i=l 

2  - An estimator for 3 ( D )  is (see Anderson, 1976: 55): 



with all expressions defined above. 

As before, in (4.10) above, the distribution of tdep is not known under the pair-wise 

assumptions, and as before, the bootstrap critical values associated with the test 

statistic must be determined, in the same manner it was done in Section 4.5 above. 

4.6.3 Bootstrap critical values 

Analogous to (4 .6)  and (4.9), it follows that the centred residuals are: 

where 6 = H - 8  

The bootstrap sample must adhere to the following bootstrap imitation of (4.9):  
* - A  * 

Dj - D = 4 D ( D i - ,  - D ) + u $ , ( i = 2 , - - * , n ) ,  (4.15) 

6C where u i ~  are drawn independently from the centred residuals ti& with 

probability l / ( n  - 1 )  , i = 2, ... , n . 

Define D,* = 4 -0 as a fixed initial value for the purpose of generating the 

respective bootstrap samples. The bootstrap time series of differences are determined 

recursively as follows as was explained before: 

with probability l / ( n - 1 )  to A. Draw with replacement fiom ~ f ~ , u ; ~ , .  . ., u(,,-,)D 

fmd uf;. 

B. Determine J D  and D from the data. 

C. Take D: = Dl - D and determine D; from (4.15). 

D. Repeat the previous steps to obtain D:. By repeating the process, 

D* = (Q*, D; ,. . ., D:) can be obtained. 



The bootstrap critical value kn(a )  is defined by the bootstrap imitation of (4.4): 

* * 
Cn (a)) a, (4.16) 

where 

and 

By formulating the test statistic in this way, it is "under the null-hypothesis". 

Note that all the above quantities are defined in terms of the bootstrap sample, and can 

be calculated. As before, this process is repeated B times to produce bootstrap test- 

statistics values tlepl ,tlep2 ;-., tiepB whereafter these values are sorted, and presented 

by tiep(ll, tiep(zl ,.*.,tieP(B) . The bootstrap approximation for Cn(a)  is then 

The properties of the new tests will now be evaluated in Chapter 5. 



CHAPTER 5 

MONTE CARL0 SIMULATION STUDIES 

5.1 Introduction 

The purpose of the procedures developed in Chapter 4 above is to develop tests with 

desirable properties, to compare characteristics of two populations, if the samples 

drawn from the populations (or if two sets of observations are available from two 

situations) are presented in time series form, i.e. if serially correlated data are 

available. Test procedures are developed below for situations when the two samples 

(or sets of observations) are independent or dependent. This purpose will be met if the 

new test procedures, which are based on bootstrap critical values, perform well in 

terms of trustworthy probabilities of Type I errors, i.e. if the probabilities achieved by 

using these tests of falsely rejecting the null hypothesis, are close to the prescribed 

significance levels. The new bootstrap-based tests should also be powerful, i.e. the 

probability of rejecting the null hypothesis if the alternative is true, should be high. 

In this chapter, results of Monte-Carlo studies will be presented regarding the 

objectives mentioned above. These studies were conducted to 

(i) illustrate the validity of the bootstrap approximation of the exact critical 

values, when two sample tests were performed to compare the means of 

two time series 

(ii) determine the power of the newly proposed testing procedures. 

All simulations were carried out on a 400MHZ Pentium 4 Personal Computer using 

Microsoft FORTRAN Power Station 6.6 and the MSIMSL library. The normal 

random numbers were generated by using the function called drnnor. 

The tests were performed for the independent and the dependent cases described in 

Chapter 4 above and were applied to data satisfying the AR(1) model formulation. 

We report only for equal sample sizes n and rn in the independent case although the 

sample sizes may differ as is clear from Chapter 4. We display results for limited 

sample sizes, although the study was performed for many sample sizes. Throughout 

B =lo00 bootstrap replications were used according to the algorithms given in 

Chapter 4, and 2000 independent Monte Carlo trials (MC = 2000, where MC denotes 

the number of Monte Carlo trials) were performed. The level of accuracy of the tests 



can be improved by using larger numbers of bootstrap replications and more Monte 

Carlo trials. 

The first focus of the Monte Carlo studies is to examine the reliability of the bootstrap 

critical values of the tests concerned, with regard to the achieved probabilities of Type 

I errors, i.e. PHo is ,,(Reject Ho) , where the following hypotheses will be considered 

throughout this study: 

Ho :px = py against the one sided alternative hypothesis HI :px > py in the case of 

independent data sets. These formulations are equivalent to the following: 

H o : p x - p r = O  VS. HI :px-py >O. 

For the dependent case, the hypotheses of interest are Ho :pD = O  against 

HI :pD > 0 ,  with pD defined in paragraph 4.6. In both cases the null hypotheses are 

rejected if the test statistics concerned exceed the obtained bootstrap critical values, 

and the null hypotheses are not rejected otherwise. 

The second focus of the Monte Carlo studies is to determine the estimated power of 

the tests and to investigate possible influential factors on the size of the power of the 

tests. lncluded in the Monte Carlo studies, the performance of the bootstrap critical 

values is therefore also compared with the behaviour of standard two sample tests 

described in Chapter 1, for choices of the parameters ideal for the usual tests (when 

px and py are both equal to 0, for example, which imply uncorrelated data, i.e. 

independent data with N(0,l) distributions). In this way, not only the estimated 

probability of Type I errors by using bootstrap critical values is evaluated, but it is 

also compared to the existing 'best' tests used in practical statistics. 

Since the Monte Carlo studies were designed to evaluate the aims of the study, more 

specific detail will follow in the paragraphs below. 

5.2 Monte Carlo approximation of the probability of type I error 

To determine the estimated probability of a Type I error, i.e. PHoist,(Reje~t H,), 

data were generated under the null hypotheses for both the independent case (with the 

autocorrelation coefficients denoted by ( px , f i  )) and the dependent case (with the 

autocorrelation coefficient denoted by (q4D)). For both cases, sample sizes 



n = (30,50,l00, 150) are displayed although smaller and larger values for n and rn 

were applied to determine small and large sample behaviour of the tests. 

Also note the following: 

Samples X and Y can be generated to fluctuate around pre-selected means px 

and px for the independent case. Various values of px and py have been 

considered but we report in this study only results for values of Ap = px -py 

equal to 0, since this is the situation associated with the null hypothesis. For 

example, if px = py =1, then Ap =O and if px = py =0.5, then Ap=O. 

Various values of ,UD have been consid~t-a jr) the n ~ ~ r a l l  Monte Carlo study, 

but for determining critical values, only the case where ,UD=O is important, since 

this is associated with the null hypothesis. 

Various values of px and py are considered. px and py values used in the 

studies include px = py values (0.0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.91, and also values of 

Px * PY - From these results the influence of the correlation on the credibility 

of the bootstrap critical values can be determined. We report only on a selection 

of the results. Similar behaviour was found for other parameter values. 

When the data were generated, ux and wj ( i = j = 1 , ..., n ) defined in (4.2) and 

(4.3) respectively were assumed to originate from normal distributions having 

means equal to 0 and variances equal to 1. This is also assumed for the dependent 

data giving rise to the differences and ui, defined in (4.9), i =1, ..., n . 

C,., ( a )  and C, (a )  defined in (4.7) and (4.16) respectively are estimated using 

the procedures described in paragraphs 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. The following 

levels of significance were used: a = 0.01,0.05,0.10. 

The processes were repeated MC (Monte Carlo) times, with MC = 2000. For 

each Monte Carlo trial the t -statistic defined in paragraph 4.5.2. (denoted in 

terms of MC as t(mc)), as well as tdep defined in (4.10) (denoted by tdep(rnc)) 

were evaluated. Also, e,.,(a) and e n ( a )  are determined for each Monte 

Carlo trial (denoted by en.,,,, (a)  and en,,, (a )  ). 



The Monte Carlo estimation of probability of Type I error for the independent 

and dependent cases respectively are then determined by: 

If the new procedures are successful, it is expected that equation (4.7) for the 

independent case and equation (4.16) for the dependent case should be satisfied if the 

number of bootstrap iterations and Monte Carlo trials increase. Although extensive 

studies were performed, only an adequate selection of results will be presented to 

prove the point of interest, which in this paragraph, is the good behaviour of the 

bootstrap critical valves Thp rcsultc will be displayed in Tables 5.1 below. 

5.3 Monte Carlo approximation of the power of the new tests 

To determine the estimated powers of the tests, i.e. hue(Reje~t Ho)  , data were 

generated under the alternative hypotheses for both the independent case (with the 

autocorrelation coefficients denoted by ( px , fi )) and the dependent case (with the 

autocorrelation coefficient denoted by (#D)) as before. For both cases, sample sizes 

n = {30,50,100,150] are displayed although smaller and larger sample sizes were 

used as well. 

Also note the following: 

Various values of px and py have been considered and we report in this study 

results for values of Ap = px - py equal to 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 

0.9, since these are the situations associated with the alternative hypothesis. We 

report in the independent and dependent cases only for Ap = 0.5, since similar 

behaviour was found for other values of Ap . 

Various values of pD have been considered in the overall Monte Carlo study, and 

we report estimated powers for cases where pD = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 

0.8, 0.9, since these values are associated with the alternative hypothesis. 

Various values of px and py are considered. px and py values used in the 

studies include px (= py ) values (0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.91, and also values of 

px # py . From these results the influence of the correlation on the power of the 



tests can be determined. The same values were used for 4D in the dependent 

case. We report only on a selection of these. 

When the data were generated, uix and wjy ( i  = j = 1, ..., n ) defined in (4.2) and 

(4.3) respectively were assumed to originate from normal distributions having 

means equal to 0 and variances equal to 1. For the dependent case, dependence 

was induced by generating samples X and Y from a bivariate Normal 

2 

distfiutions, i.e., from a N [(i:). [Ox pPxoy 2 1) - distribution. 
PEOXOY OY 

Various values of o:, O: and p, were used but we report only for p,= 0.5, 

O; = 1 and o: = 2. Similar results were found for other values of the parameters. 

Again, C,,, ( a )  and Cn(a) defined in (4.7) and (4.16) respectively are estimated 

using the procedures described in paragraphs 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. The 

following levels of significance are used: a = 0.01,0.05,0.10. 

The processes were repeated MC (Monte Carlo) times, with MC = 2000. For 

each Monte Carlo trial the t-statistic defined in paragraph 4.5.2. (denoted in 

terms of MC by t(mc) ), as well as thp defined in (4.10) (denoted by tdep(mc) ) 

were evaluated. Also, en,(a) and e n ( a )  is determined for each Monte Carlo 

trial (denoted by c,,,, ( a )  and c,,,, ( a )  ). 

The Monte Carlo estimation of power of the tests for the independent and 

dependent cases respectively are then determined under the alternative hypotheses 

by: 

1 1 
-- C I('(-) > ~rn,n, rne (a)) and - C '(/dep ( m ~ )  > en,rne (a)) 
MC mc=l MC mc=l 

If the new procedures are successful, it is expected that the Monte Carlo estimations 

of the power of the tests, i.e. the estimated values of PHIi,,,(Reject H o ) ,  should 

become higher for non-local alternatives, i.e. for parameter values not supporting the 

null hypothesis. Again, although extensive studies were performed, only an adequate 

selection of results will be presented to prove the points of interest, which is in this 

case, that the new tests have high power even in highly correlated situations. The 

results will be displayed in Tables 5.2 below. 



5.4 Results of Monte Carlo studies 

5.4.1 Results regarding the validity of the bootstrap critical values: 

The results regarding the validity of the bootstrap critical values are displayed in 

Tables 5.la to Table 5.ld in Appendix A. Table 5.la (for two independent sets of 

data) and Table 5.lb (for two dependent sets of data) display the estimated Type I 

errors obtained for the new procedures in comparison with the estimated Type I errors 

obtained by applying the traditional t - test, for example. This is done to verify the 

validity or not of the bootstrap procedure by comparing it to a test that is trustworthy 

in the null conditions, i.e. the t -test. 

5.4.2 Results regarding the powers of the new tests: 

The results regarding the powers of the new tests are displayed in Tables 5.2a, Tables 

5.2b and Tables 5.3 in Appendix A. 

Table 5.2a (for two independent sets of data) and Table 5.2b (for two dependent sets 

of data) display the estimated powers of the new tests, if autocorrelation is present in 

the time series. Various values were assigned to (px,  py ) , with p~ = py as well as 

with px + py , to determine the influence of the autocorrelation on the powers of 

the test. Tables 5.2a and Tables 5.2b only report on cases where px = p y ,  since 

similar behaviour were found for cases where px + py . 

Tables 5.3 report on cases where px = py = 0.0, i.e. in the absence of 

autocorrelation, where data are generated under the alternative hypothesis. 

Comparisons regarding estimated power achieved are therefore made between the 

new tests and the traditional t - test in conditions favourable to the t -test. 

The table numeration includes information in brackets of the applicable samples sizes 

and the value of Ap respectively. In these tables, the estimated powers obtained 

when the traditional t -test would have been applied (wrongly) in the presence of 

autocorrelation, are displayed to point out the influence of the correlation structures 

on both the new tests as well as on the traditional testing procedures. 



5.5 Conclusions 

By studying Table 5. l a  and Table 5.1 b, it is clear that with regard to the validity 

of the bootstrap critical values in comparison with t -percentiles, in the absence 

of serial correlation, the new tests, for the independent case, provide 

approximated estimated probabilities of Type I error close to the prescribed 

levels, even for small sample sizes of (30 and 50). This is in a slightly lesser way 

true for the dependent case, for n = m = 30. For larger samples sizes, it is evident 

that the new tests achieve satisfactory approximations of the probabilities of Type 

I error, which indicates that the test procedure making use of bootstrap critical 

values, perform well in conditions suitable for the traditional t -tests. The 

bootstrap procedure, however, is developed to better situations where serial 

correlation is present, and where normality of the data is not required. Then the 

t - test is not applicable. Non-parametric tests, such as the Mann-Whitney test for 

the independent case, or the Signed Rank test in the paired sample case, must be 

used. But because of the autocorrelation present in the data, these tests are not 

applicable. Tables 5.la and b merely reveal that the bootstrap critical values can 

be used in null-conditions successfully when serial correlation is not present. 

By studying Table 5.lc and 5.1d, it is clear that with regard to the validity of the 

bootstrap critical values, the new tests for the independent and dependent cases, 

provide estimated powers larger than the t -test in the absence of serial 

correlation. Considering this, together with the observations contained in the 

previous remark, we can conclude that the bootstrap-based test procedure is at 

least as powerful as the traditional t -test. 

By studying Tables 5.2a (30,0.0), 5.2a (50,0.0), 5.2a (100,O.O) and 5.2a (150,O.O) 

it is clear that, in the presence of serial correlation, the test procedure based on 

bootstrap critical values, produces approximated Type I errors much closer to the 

prescribed levels than the t -test especially if serial correlation increases, 

although these bootstrap-based approximated values are slightly inaccurate in 

case of heavier serial correlation. It is clear that this procedure should be preferred 

to the traditional t - test, which performs untrustworthy when mild to heavy 

correlation is present. As the sample sizes increase, the situation improves for the 

bootstrap test procedure, but the traditional t - test becomes unreliable and does 

not attain the prescribed levels, but produces liberal significance levels far above 

the prescribed levels. 



To summarize, these tables reveal that, when A p  =0.0, i.e. under null hypothesis 

conditions, in the presence of small autocorrelations, the type I errors achieved by 

the new tests are much closer to the prescribed levels than those achieved by the 

t -test. This indicates that the procedures based on bootstrap critical values, 

although not completely accurate for small samples, are more reliable than 

wrongly applied t -tests, especially if serial correlation is large. If very small 

autocorrelation is present in the data sets, the t - test behaves well but in all cases 

when A p  = 0.0, the new tests provide more reliable results, contrary to the 

behaviour of the traditional tests. 

Tables 5.2a(30,0.5), 5.2a(50,0.5), 5.2a(100,0.5) and 5.2a(150,0.5) reveal that, for 

all values of A p  > 0.0, i.e. under alternative hypothesis conditions, for all sample 

sizes, and for all values of (px ,py )  >(0.0,0.0), the new methods provide 

estimated power less than the t - test. However, the t - test proved to be 

unreliable and uncontrolled in the presence of serial correlation, i.e. rejecting too 

easily, and therefore the powers achieved by the t - test are not to be believed at 

the significance level prescribed. 

By studying Tables 5.2b(30,0.0), 5.2b(50,0.0), 5.2b(100,0.0) and 5.2b(150,0.0) it 

is clear that, for all cases, the two procedures behave almost identically if serial 

correlation is present in null conditions. Both procedures are slightly disturbed by 

the correlation structures. For the dependent case, there is little to choose between 

the two methods. 

By studying Tables 5.2b(30,0.5), 5.2b(50,0.5), 5.2b(10070.5) and 5.2b(150,0.5), 

the achieved estimated powers seem to be identical for the two procedures. One 

explanation for this phenomenon is that all samples were generated from bivariate 

normal errors, which favours the t-distribution. Limited studies involving other 

distributions indicated that in the dependent case, the resulting t -statistic will 

suffer from serial correlation when errors are not normally distributed. The 

bootstrap procedure copes well with non-normality. Follow-up studies are on the 

way to persue the case where errors are not normally distributed. 

Overall, it is clear that the estimated powers of all the tests decrease in the 

presence of heavy autocorrelated structures, but we can claim that the new tests 

are remarkably useful and stable for large sample sizes in comparison with the 

t -test, when small and moderate correlation is present in the data. This is 



reassuring, since no other tests are available in the literature for such complex 

situations. 

We finally conclude that the bootstrap method can be applied successfully in two- 

sample comparative situations if serial correlation is present, for both independent 

and dependent samples. The proposed new testing procedures produce Type I 

error approximations close to the prescribed significance levels and the achieved 

power estimations are more reliable than when the t - test is applied wrongly, 

especially in the independent case. In cases where heavy correlation structures are 

present, the power decreases in all sample sizes, especially for small significance 

levels, as can be expected. 

5.6 Remarks and recommendations 

We conclude this study with the following remarks: 

To analyse the data regarding the operators working in the quarry, it is necessary to 

characterise the time series involved. If AR(1) models are identified, the methods 

described can be implemented. If other models are identified, similar procedures will 

be followed, after the parameters of the models have been estimated. These methods 

will form part of another study. 

We have succeeded in developing new bootstrap-based tests that fulfilled the aims of 

this study. Satisfactory estimated Type I errors were obtained as well as high powers 

for the new tests. 



ANNEXURE A 

1. Results regarding the validity of the bootstrap critical values: 

Table 5.la: Estimated Type I errors determined with bootstrap critical values for 

the independent case, in comparison with t -test critical values for the traditional 

two-sample t -test when px = pr = 0.0 and (pX , p, ) =(O.O, 0.0). All standard errors 

are less than 0.0 1. 

I t - test critical 1 0.05 0.047 1 0.049 / 0.060 0.049 

Estimated Type I errors 

Traditional 

n = m =30 

0.0 15 
0.058 

Bootstrap 
critical values 

Table 5.lb: Estimated Type I errors determined with bootstrap critical values for 

a 
0.01 
0.05 

0.10 
0.0 1 

I values I 0.10 1 0.098 1 0.101 

the dependent case, in comparison with t - test critical values for the traditional one- 

n = m =5O 

0.012 
0.057 

sample t - test when px = pr = 0.0 and ( pX , pr ) =(0.0, 0.0). All standard errors are 

0.106 
0.009 

0.106 

less than 0.0 1. 

n = m =lo0 

0.0 17 
0.064 

0.102 

1 Estimated Type I errors 1 n = m =3O 1 n = m =5O I n = m=100 / n = m =I50 

n = m =I50 

0.015 
0.053 

0.103 
0.006 

I I I I 

Bootstrap t 0.05 I 0.070 1 0.048 0.053 0.046 

0.107 
0.014 

0.108 
0.009 

critical values 

values / 0.10 1 0.1 12 1 0.096 0.099 0.100 

O.10 O.l 17 
I I I 

1 0.097 0.102 0.102 
Traditional 
t - test critical 

0.01 
0.05 

0.015 
0.064 

0.013 
0.05 1 

0.007 
0.05 1 

0 .010~  
0.042 



Table 5 . 1 ~ :  Estimated powers for the new tests for the independent case, with 

pX = 0.5, ,uy = 0.0 in the absence of serial correlation. All standard errors are less 

than 0.01. Estimated powers when traditional t - tests are applied, are included. 

n=m=150 EstimatedTypeIerrors 
a 

Bootstrap 
critical values 

Traditional 

Table 5.ld: Estimated powers for the new tests for the dependent case,-with 

,u, = 0.5, ,uy = 0.0 in the absence of serial correlation. All standard errors are less 

than 0.01. Estimated powers when traditional t -tests are applied, are included. 

n=m=30 

0.01 
0.05 

t -test critical 
values 

0.10 
0.01 

n=m=50 

0.446 
0.650 

0.05 
-. . . . . - 

0.10 

EstimatedTypeIerrors n=m=30 n=m=50 n=m=100 I I I 

n=m=100 

0.759 
0.329 

n=m=150 

Bootstrap 
critical values 

Traditional 
t -test critical 
values 

0.623 
0.824 

0.584 
. . - - .. 

0.715 

0.902 
0.55 1 

0.01 
0.05 
0. 
0.01 
0.05 
0.10 

0.899 
0.969 

0.797 
0.886 

0.977 
0.997 

0.986 
0.881 

0.259 
0.502 
0.640 
0.258 
0.499 
0.635 

0.999 
0.973 

0.968 ... 

0.985 
0.996 . . . . . . . - 
0.999 

0.376 
0.640 
0.762 
0.384 
0.637 
0.762 

0.70 1 
0.884 
0.938 
0.70 1 
0.880 
0.93 8 

0.875 
0.968 
0.987 
0.885 
0.972 
0.987 



2. Results regarding the type I errors and the powers of the new tests, for 

independent samples 

Tables 5.2a (for two independent sets of data) below display the estimated type I 

errors and the estimated powers of the new tests. The table numeration includes 

information in brackets of the applicable samples sizes and the value of Ap 

respectively. 

Table 5.2a (30, 0.0): Estimated type I error rates of the new test for the independent 

case with p, = 0.0, p, = 0.0 and various values of f i )  , with p, = p, . All 

standard errors are less than 0.02. Estimated type I error rates when traditional t - test 

are applied, are included. 

I n = 30, (Ap =0.0) I 

Table 5.2a (30, 0.5): Estimated powers of the new test for the independent case with 

p, = 0.5, p, = 0.0 and various values of (&, p, ) , with p, = p, . All standard 

t - test 

errors are less than 0.02. Estimated powers when traditional t - test are applied, are 

included. 

n = 30, (Ap =0.5) 

0.01 
0.05 
0.10 

0.019 
0.066 
0.112 

t - test 

0.046 
0.1 14 
0.173 

0.090 
0.177 
0.236 

0.502 
0.587 

0.05 
0.10 

0.579 
0.716 

0.540 
0.654 



Table 5.2a (50, 0.0): Estimated type I error rates of the new test for the independent 

case with px = 0.0, py = 0.0 and various values of (p, , p, ) , with p, = p, . All 

standard errors are less than 0.02. Estimated type I error rates when traditional t -test 

are applied, are included. 

Table 5.2a (50, 0.5): Estimated powers of the new test for the independent case with 

px = 0.5, py = 0.0 and various values of (p, ,p,) ,  with p, = p, . All standard 

errors are less than 0.02. Estimated powers when traditional t - test are applied, are 

included. 



Table 5.2a (100, 0.0): Estimated type I error rates of the new test for the independent 

case with p, = 0.0, p, = 0.0 and various values of (A, p,) , with p, = p, . All 

standard errors are less than 0.02. Estimated type I error rates when traditional t - test 

are applied, are included. 

n = 100, (Ap =O.O) 

Table 5.2a (100,O.S): Estimated powers of the new test for the independent case with 

p, = 0.5, p, = 0.0 and various values of (&, p,) , with p, = p, . All standard 

errors are less than 0.02. Estimated powers when traditional t - test are applied, are 

included. 



Table 5.2a (150,O.O): Estimated type I error rates of the new test for the independent 

case with px = 0.0, py = 0.0 and various values of (p,, p, ) , with px = p, . All 

standard errors are less than 0.02. Estimated type I error rates when traditional t -test 

are applied, are included. 

Table 5.2a (150,O.S): Estimated powers of the new test for the independent case with 

px = 0.5, py =0.0 and various values of ( p X , p y ) ,  with px = py . All standard 

t - test 

errors are less than 0.02. Estimated powers when traditional t - test are applied, are 

included. 

0.05 
0.10 

0.076 
0.135 

0.109 
0.173 

0.185 
0.252 



3. Results regarding the type I errors and the powers of the new tests, for 

dependent samples 

Table 5.2b (30, 0.0): Estimated type I error rates of the new test for the dependent 

case with px = 0.0, p, = 0.0 and various values of ( pX,  p, ) , with p, = p, . All 

standard errors are less than 0.02. Estimated type I error rates when traditional t - test 

are applied, are included. 

Table 5.2b (30, 0.5): Estimated powers of the new test for the dependent case with 

px = 0.5, p, = 0.0 and various values of (p, ,  p, ) , with p, = p, . All standard 

errors are less than 0.02. Estimated powers when traditional t -test are applied, are 

included. 



Table 5.2b (50, 0.0): Estimated type I error rates of the new test for the dependent 

case with px = 0.0, ,uy = 0.0 and various values of (p,, p, ) , with px = p, . All 

standard errors are less than 0.02. Estimated type I error rates when traditional j - test 

are applied, are included. 

n = 50, (Ap =0.0) 

Table 5.2b (50, 0.5): Estimated powers of the new test for the dependent case with 

px = 0.5, py = 0.0 and various values of (&, p,) , with p, = p, . All standard 

errors are less than 0.02. Estimated powers when traditional t - test are applied, are 

included. 

I n = 50, (Ap =0.5) I 



Table 5.2b (100, 0.0): Estimated type I error rates of the new test for the dependent 

case with px = 0.0, py = 0.0 and various values of (px ,  pY ) , with p, = p, . All 

standard errors are less than 0.02. Estimated type I error rates when traditional t - test 

are applied, are included. 

Table 5.2b (100, 0.5): Estimated powers of the new test for the dependent case with 

px = 0.5, py = 0.0 and various values of (p, ,  p, ) , with p, = py . All standard 

errors are less than 0.02. Estimated powers when traditional t - test are applied, are 

included. 

t - test 

0.10 
0.0 1 
0.05 

0.916 
0.607 
0.839 

0.782 
0.396 
0.66 1 

0.561 
0.2 1 1 
0.439 



Table 5.2b (150, 0.0): Estimated type I error rates of the new test for the dependent 

case with pX = 0.0, py = 0.0 and various values of ( p X ,  py ) , with px = p, . All 

standard errors are less than 0.02. Estimated type I error rates when traditional t - test 

are applied, are included. 

t - test 

0.10 
0.01 
0.05 

0.111 
0.010 
0.059 

0.109 
0.013 
0.057 

0.1 17 
0.015 
0.070 



ANNEXURE B 

Source Code 

1 

! MONTE CARLO METHOD FOR IDENTIFYING THE POWER OF THE TWO 
! TEST STATISTICS 

program Powertest-value 
use msimsl 
implicit none 

! Declaration of variables 
integer*4 b, n, i, brep, k, j, 1, m. mcarlo, mc, ii, jj, 11, bj, bk, bl 
real alphal, alpha2, alpha3, rhoaax, rhoaay, rhoaaxdep, rhoaaydep 
real m u ,  muy, muxdep, muydep, rhoe 

parameter (n = 30, m = 30,brep=10007 alphal=O.l, alpha2=0.05, alpha3=0.01 ) 
parameter (mcarlo = 2000, mux = 0.0, muy = 0.0, muxdep = 0.0, muydep = 0.0) 
real*8 to 1 pers7t05pers,t 1 Opers,dtO 1 pers,dtOSpers,dt 1 Opers, c, dc 

! vir n=3O 
parameter (tOlpers = 2.392377,t05pers = 1.671553, tl0pers = 1.2963 19) 
parameter (dtO lpers = 2.462021 ,dt05pers = 1.699127, dtl Opers = 1.3 1 1434) 

! vir n=50 
! parameter (to 1 pers = 2.365002,t05pers = 1.66055 1, t1 Opers = 1.29025) 
! parameter (dtO 1 pers = 2.404892,dt05pers = 1.67655 1, dtl Opers = 1.299069) 
! vir n=100 
! parameter (tOlpers = 2.345328J05pers = 1.652586, t l  Opers = 1.285842) 
! parameter (dtolpers = 2.364606,dt05pers = 1 .6603917 dtl Opers = 1.290161) 
! virn=150 
! parameter (to1 pers = 2.338926J05pers = 1 -64995, t 1 Opers = 1.284399) 
! parameter (dtolpers = 2-35 1635,dt05pers = 1.655145, dtl0pers = 1.287259) 
! virn=200 
! parameter (tOlpers = 2.3452$05pers = 1.6526, tl0pers = 1.2858) 
! parameter (dtolpers = 2.3452,dt05pers = 1.6526, dtl0pers = 1.2858) 

! the following line contains normal quantiles when the rhos are 0, to be applied for 
! all the various sample sizes. 
! parameter (tOlpers = 2.3263,t05pers = 1.6448, tl0pers = 1.2816) 

integer*4 rx(n- 1 ), ry(n- 1 ), rd(n-l),indexl , index2, index3 
real*8 x(n), y(n), d(n), mean-x, m e a v ,  mean d, adjx(n), adj_y(n),adjd(n) 
real* 8 xind(n- 1 ),xpri(n- 1 ),yind(n- 1 ),ypri(n- 1 ), dind(n- l),dpri(n- 1 ) 
real*8 rhox,rhoy,rhod,varx,vary,varpooled,vard,statistic(mcarlo),dstatistic(mcarlo) 
real*8 meand,denom, sigey, sigex 
real*8 enx(n-1), eny(n-1), aresx(n),aresy(n),bx(n),by(n),garnmaO, garnmal, 
stdpooled,brhod 



real* 8 errd(n- 1 ), aresd(n),bd(n), bdind(n- 1 ), bdpri(n- 1 ), meanbd, bvard, bgamma0, 
bgamma 1 
real*8 meanbx, meanby, bvarx, bvary, bvarpooled, bstdpooled, bmeand 
real* 8 c val 1 (mcarlo),c~val2(mcarlo),c~val3(mcarlo) 
real* 8 dc-val 1 (mcarlo),dc~val2(mcarlo),dc~val3(mcarlo), xdep(n), ydep(n), ex(n), 
ey (n) 
real*8 normx(n), normy(m), exnorm(n), eynorm(n), resx(n), resy(n), resxdep(n), 
resydep(n) 
real* 8 probxy 1 ,probxy2,probxy3, probd 1 ,probd2,probd3, 
stderrxy 1 ,stdenxy2,stderrxy3 
real* 8 stderrd 1 ,stderrd2,stderrd3, vardnum, vardden, bvardnurn, bvardden 
real*8 mcrhox(mcarlo),mcrhoy(mcarlo),rmcrhod(mcarlo),rhoxstderr,rhoystderr, 
rhodstderr 
integer countxy 1, countxy2, countxy3, countdl , countd2, countd3 
integer countxy 1 t, countxy2t, countxy3t, countd 1 t, countd2t, countd3t 
real* 8 bstatistic(brep), rhoxmean, rhoyrnean, rhodmean 
real*8 dbstatistic(brep),rest-rhox,rest rhoy,restrhod 
real*8 probxy 1 t,probxy2t,probxy3t, probdl t,probd2t,probd3 t 
real*8 stdenxy 1 t,stderrxy2t,stdenxy3t 
real* 8 stderrd 1 t,stderrd2t,stderrd3 t 

! Opening the writable output external files 
open(3 , file ="mu00\30power05 - 01 .docw) 

rhoe = 0.5d0 

rhoaaxdep = 0.1 d0 
rhoaaydep = 0.1 do 

sigey = 2.0d0 

rhoaax = 0.1 d0 
rhoaay = 0.1 d0 

countxy 1 = O.OdO 
countxy2 = O.OdO 
countxy3 = O.OdO 
countdl = O.OdO 
countd2 = O.OdO 
countd3 = O.OdO 

countxy 1 t = O.OdO 
countxy2t = O.OdO 
countxy3t = O.OdO 
countdl t = O.OdO 
countd2t = O.OdO 
countd3t = O.OdO 



call mset(0) 

! Monte Carlo loop begin here 
do mc = 1, mcarlo 

! generate the errors from standard normal distribution function 
call drnnor(n, normx) 
call drnnor(m, normy) 
call drnnor(n, exnorm) 
call dmnor(n, eynorm) 

! Generate the samples to fit an AR(1) models 
d o i =  l , n  

ex(i) = exnorm(i) 
ey(i) = sigey * ((exnorm(i) + c*eynorm(i))/dc) 
if (i .eq. 1) then 

resx(i) = O.OdO 
resxdep(i) = O.OdO 
resydep(i) = O.OdO 

else 
resx(i) = mux + rhoaax*(resx(i-1) - mux) + norrnx(i) 
resxdep(i) = muxdep + rhoaaxdep*(resxdep(i-1) - muxdep) + ex(i) 
resydep(i) = muydep + rhoaaydep*(resydep(i-1) - muydep) + ey(i) 

end if 
x(i) = resx(i) 
xdep(i) = resxdep(i) 
ydep(i) = resydep(i) 

enddo 

1=0 
k=O 
d o l = l , m  

if (1 .eq. 1) then 
resy(1) = O.OdO 

else 
resy(1) = muy + rhoaay*(resy(l-1) - muy) + normy(1) 

end if 
~ ( 1 )  = resy(1) 
end do 

d = xdep - ydep 

! Calculating means and centering the series 
m e c x  = sum(x)/size(x) 
mean y = sum(y)/size(y) 
m e c d  = sum(d)/size(d) 
adj-x = x - mean - x 
a d j y  = y - meany 
adj - d = d - mean-d 



! Calculating the test statistic for independent between and dependent within the 
variables 
varx = sum(adj - x* *2)/(dfloat(n- 1)) !variance for x's 
vary = sum(adj y**2)/(dfloat(m-1)) !variance for y's 

!pooled variance 
varpooled = ((dfloat(n- l)*varx) + (dfloat(m- 1 )* vary))/(dfloat(m+n-2)) 
stdpooled = varpooled**0.5 !pooled standard diviation 
meand = mean x - meany ! means difference 
denom = (dfloG(n+rn)/dfloat(n*m))* * 0.5 
statistic(mc) = (meand)/(stdpooled*denom) 

! Calculating the first order autoregressive coefficients 
do ii = 1, (n-1) 
xind(ii) = adj-x(ii) 
xpri(ii) = adj-x(ii+ 1) 

end do 

dojj = 1, (m-1) 
yinduj) = adj y Q j )  
ypri(ii) = adj y(jj+l) 

end do 

do 11 = 1, (n-1) 
dind(l1) = adj-d(l1) 
dpri(l1) = adjd(ll+l) 

end do 

rhox = (sum(xpri*xind))/(sum(adj-x* *2)) 
rhoy = (sum(ypri * yind))/(sum(adj y * *2))  
rhod = gammal/gammaO 

rmcrhox(mc) = rhox 
rmcrhoy(mc) = rhoy 
rmcrhod(mc) = rhod 

I Calculating the test statistic for dependence between and within variable 
vardnum = gammaO*(l .0 + rhod) 
vardden = n*(1.0 - rhod) 
vard = (vardnumlvardden) 
dstatistic(mc) = (mean - d)/(vard)* *0.5 

! Calculating the residuals 
e m  = (xpri - rhox*xind) - ((sum(xpri - rhox*xind))/(n-1)) 
eny = (ypri - rhoysyind) - ((sum(ypri - rhoy*yind))/(m-1)) 
errd = (dpri - rhod*dind) - ((sum(dpri - rhodsdind))/(n-1)) 



! Bootstrap loop begins 
do b = 1, brep 

! Generate the random numbers, calculate the bootstrap samples using the bootstrap 
! residual that are sampled with replacement from the residuals with prob. l/(n-1). 
call rnund(n- 1, n- 1, rx) 
call rnund(m- 1, m- 1, ry) 
call rnund(n- 1, n- 1, rd) 
bk=O 
bl=0 
do bk=  l , n  

if (bk .eq. 1) then 
aresx(bk) = x(1)-mean x 
aresd(bk) = d(1)-meacd 

elseif (bk .ge. 2) then 
aresx(bk) = mean-x + rhox*(aresx(bk- 1) - m e a c x )  + enx(rx(bk- 1 )) 
aresd(bk) = mean-d + rhod*(aresd(bk-1) - mean-d) + errd(rd(bk-1)) 

end if 
end do 

d o b l = l , m  
if (bl .eq. I)  then 

aresy(b1) = y(1)- meany  
elseif (bl .ge. 2) then 

aresy(b1) = mean y + rhoy * (aresy(b1- 1 ) - mean y )  + erry(ry(b1- 1 )) 
end if 

end do 

! Obtain the bootstrap means, together with bootstrap centered samples 
meanbx = sum(aresx)/size(aresx) 
meanby = sum(aresy)/size(aresy) 
meanbd = sum(aresd)/size(aresd) 
bx = aresx - mean x - 
by = aresy - mean y 
bd = aresd - meanbd 

! Calculating the bootstrap test statistics for independence between and dependent 
! within variables 
bvarx = sum(bx* *2)/(dfloat(n- 1)) 
bvary = surn(by* *2)/(dfloat(m- 1)) 
bvarpooled = ((dfloat(n- 1 )* bvarx) + (dfloat(m- 1 )* bvary))/(dfloat(m+n-2)) 
bstdpooled = bvarpooled**OS 
bmeand = (meanbx - m e ~ x )  - (meanby - mean y )  
bstatistic(b) = bmeand/(bstdpooled*denom) 

! Calculating the first order autoregressive varince and covarince of the difference 
! between variables 

do bj = 1, (n-1) 
bdind(bj) = bd(bj) 
bdpri(bj) = bd(bj+ 1) 

end do 



bgammaO = sum(bd* *2)/dfloat(n) 
bgammal = surn(bdpri* bdind)/dfloat(n) 
brhod = bgammal /bgammaO 

! Calculating the bootstrap test statistics for dependence between and within variables 
bvardnurn = bgammaO*(l.O + brhod) 
bvardden = n*( 1 .O - brhod) 
bvard = bvardnumfbvardden 
dbstatistic(b) = ((meanbd-mean_d)/bvard* *0.5) 

end do !Bootstrap loop ends 

! Sort the bootstrap statistics, and find the indeces for the percentile values 
call dsvrgn(brep, bstatistic, bstatistic) 
call dsvrgn(brep, dbstatistic, dbstatistic) 
index 1 = nint(brep*(l .0 - alpha1 )) 
index2 = nint(brep*(l .0 - alpha2)) 
index3 = nint(brep*(l .0 - alpha3)) 

! Determine the critical values for level: 1 %, 5% and 10% 
c-val 1 (mc) = bstatistic(index 1) 
cval2(mc) = bstatistic(index2) 
c_val3(mc) = bstatistic(index3) 
dc-val 1 (mc) = dbstatistic(index 1) 
dc_val2(mc) = dbstatistic(index2) 
dc - val3(mc) = dbstatistic(index3) 

if (statistic(mc) .ge. c-vall (mc)) then 
countxy 1 = countxyl + 1 .OdO 

end if 

if (statistic(mc) .ge. cval2(mc)) then 
countxy2 = countxy2 + 1.0d0 

end if 

if (statistic(mc) .ge. c_val3(mc)) then 
countxy3 = countxy3 + 1.0d0 

end if 

if (dstatistic(mc) .ge. dc-val 1 (mc)) then 
countdl = countdl + 1.0d0 

endif 

if (dstatistic(mc) .ge. dcval2(mc)) then 
countd2 = countd2 + 1.0d0 

endif 

if (dstatistic(mc) .ge. dcval3(mc)) then 
countd3 = countd3 + 1.0d0 

endif 



if (statistic(mc) .ge. tl  Opers) then 
countxy 1 t = countxy 1 t + 1.0d0 

end if 

if (statistic(mc) .ge. t05pers) then 
countxy2t = countxy2t + 1.0d0 

end if 

if (statistic(mc) .ge. to 1 pers) then 
countxy3 t = countxy3t + 1.0d0 

end if 

if (dstatistic(mc) .ge. dt 1 Opers) then 
countd 1 t = countd 1 t + 1.0d0 

endif 

if (dstatistic(mc) .ge. dt05pers) then 
countd2t = countd2t + 1.0d0 

endif 
if (dstatistic(mc) .ge. dtO 1 pers) then 

countd3t = countd3t + 1.0d0 
endif 

enddo 

rest rhox = sum(rmcrhox)/mcarlo 
rescrhoy = sum(rmcrhoy)/mcarlo 
rest-rhod = sum(rmcrhod)/mcarlo 

probxy 1 = dfloat(countxy 1 )/mcarlo 
probxy2 = dfloat(countxy2)/mcarlo 
probxy3 = dfloat(countxy3)/mcarlo 
probdl = dfloat(countdl)/mcarlo 
probd2 = dfloat(countd2)/mcarlo 
probd3 = dfloat(countd3)/mcarlo 

stderrxy 1 = ((probxyl * (1 - probxy l))/mcarlo)* *OS 
stderrxy2 = ((probxy2 * (1 - probxy2))/mcarlo)**0.5 
stderrxy3 = ((probxy3 * (1 - probxy3))/mcarlo)**0.5 

stderrdl = ((probdl * (1 - probdl))/mcarlo)* *OS 
stderrd2 = ((probd2 * (1 - probd2))/mcarlo)* * 0.5 
stderrd3 = ((probd3 * (1 - probd3))/mcarlo)* *OS 

probxyl t = dfloat(countxy1 t)/mcarlo 
probxy2t = dfloat(countxy2t)/mcarlo 
probxy3 t = dfloat(countxy3 t)/mcarlo 

probd I t = dfloat(countd 1 t)/mcarlo 



stderrxyl t = ((probxyl t * (1 - probxyl t))/mcarlo)**0.5 
stderrxy2t = ((probxy2t * (1 - probxy2t))/mcarlo)**0.5 
stderrxy3t = ((probxy3t * (1 - probxy3t))/mcarlo)**0.5 

stderrdl t = ((probdl t * (1 - probdl t))/mcarlo)**0.5 
stderrd2t = ((probd2t * (1 - probd2t))/mcarlo)* *O. 5 
stderrd3t = ((probd3t * (1 - probd3t))/mcarlo)* *OS 

rhoxmean = sum(rmcrhox)/mcarlo 
rhoymean = sum(rmcrhoy)/mcarlo 
rhodmean = sum(rmcrhod)/mcarlo 
rhoxstderr = ((sum((rmcrhox - rhoxrnean)* *2))/(mcarlo- 1 ))* *OS 
rhoystderr = ((sum((rmcrhov - rhoymean)* *2))/(mcarlo- I))* * 0.5 
rhodstderr = ((sum((rmcrhod - rhodrnean)* *2))/(mcarlo- I))* * 0.5 

! Print the results to external file 
Write(3,*) "@@@@@@@@@@@@Results@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@11 
write(3,*) "n = ",n," m = ", m," B = ", brep, " MC = ", mcarlo 
print*, 11 

print*, "The estimated coefficient parameters and their bootstrap standard errors" 
print*, " - -  I1 

- 

print*, "rhoaax = ",rhoaax, " rhoaay = ",rhoaay, " rhoaaxdep = ",rhoaaxdep, " 
rhoaaydep = ",rhoaaydep 
print*, "" 
write(3,"(Al2,F8.4,A12,F8.4,A12,F8.4)") "rhoaax = ",rho=, " rhoaay = ",rhomy, " 
rhoaaxdep = ",rhoaaxdep, " rhoaaydep = ",rhoaaydep 
write(3,*) "" 
print*, "" 
print*, "The values for mux and muy are", mux, muy 
print*, "" 
write(3,"(A30,F8.4,F8.4)") "The values for mux and muy are", mux, muy 
write(3,*) "" 
print*, "The values for muxdep and muydep are", muxdep, muydep 
print*, "" 
write(3,"(A307F8.4,F8.4)") "The value for muxdep and muydep are", muxdep, 
muydep 
write(3,*) "" 
print*, "The values for est-rhox is ", rest - rhox," and for est-rhoy is ", rest-rhoy 
print*, "" 
write(3,"(A30,F8.4,A20,F8.4)") "Estrhox is ", rest - rhox," and Estrhoy is ", 
rest-rho y 
write(3,*) "" 
print*, "The std error for rhox is ", rhoxstderr," and for rhoy is ", rhoystderr 
print*, "" 
write(3,"(A307F8.4,A20,F8.4)") "Est - rhox std error is ", rhoxstderr," and for est-rhoy 
is 'I, rhoystderr 
write(3,*) "" 
print*, "The value for rhod is", restrhod 



print*, "" 
write(3,"(A30,F8.4)") "The value for rhod is", restrhod 
write(3,*) "" 
print*, "The std error for rhod is ", rhodstderr 
print*, "" 
write(3,"(A30,F8.4)") "The std error for rhod is ", rhodstderr 
write(3,*) "" 

11 ," 
print*,"Two ind samples, where both X and Y are serially correlated for 99TH 
PERCENTILE" 
print* ," ======== = = = z z = = = ~ ~ - = z = = ~ = ~ = I 1  

print*, "" 
print*, "The powers are", probxy3, probxy3 t 
print*, "" 
print*. "The bootstrap estimated standard error for the power is", stdenxy3, stdemy3 
print*, "" * write(3, )"--- -------------- 

write(3,*)"Two ind samples, where both X and Y are serially correlated for 99TH 
PERCENTILE" 
write(3,*)" --- 11 ------- ---- 

write(3,"(A12,F8.4)") "The power is", probxy3 
write(3,*) "" 
write(3,"(A12,F8.4)") "The wrong power is", probxy3t 
write(3,*) "" 

write(3,"(A56,F8.4)") "The bootstrap estimated standard error for the power is", 
stdemy3 
write(3,*) "" 
write(3,"(A65,F8.4)") "The bootstrap estimated standard error for the wrong power 
is",stderrxy3t 
write(3,*) "" 

"===~=~==---==---===----~~ 
7 

- 

print*,"Two dep samples, where both X and Y are serially correlated for 99TH 
PERCENTILE" 

print*, "The powers are", probd3, probd3t 
print*, "" 
print*, "The bootstrap estimated standard error for the power is", stderrd3, stderrd3 
print*, "" 

write(3 *)"==-=--===========--===-=__=~-==1t 
7 

write(3,*)"Two dep samples, where both X and Y are serially correlated for 99TH 
PERCENTILE" 

11 write(3 ,*)"===-============ ----- 

write(3,"(A12,F8.3)") "The power is", probd3 
write(3,*) "" 
write(3,"(A12,F8.3)") "The wrong power is", probd3t 
write(3,*) "" 
write(3,"(A56,F8.3)") "The bootstrap estimated standard error for the power is", 
stderrd3 



write(3,*) "" 
write(3,"(A65,F8.3)") "The bootstrap estimated standard error for the wrong power 
is", stderrd3 t 
write(3,*) "" 

print* " II -- 
7 

print*,"Two ind samples, where both X and Y are serially correlated for 95TH 
PERCENTILE" 
print * , 'I= - 

print*, "The powers are", probxy2, probxy2t 
print*, "The bootstrap estimated standard error for the power is", stderrxy2, stdenxy2t 
print*, "" 

d t e ( 3 ,  * )" -w 

write(3,*)"Two ind samples, where both X and Y are serially correlated for 95TH 
PERCENTILE" 
write(3 ,*)"==-= ----- 1 1  - 
write(3,"(A12,F8.4)") "The power is", probxy2 
write(3,*) "" 
write(3,"(A12,F8.4)") "The wrong power is", probxy2t 
write(3,*) "" 
write(3,"(A56,F8.4)") "The bootstrap estimated standard error for the power is", 
stderrxy2 
write(3,*) "" 
write(3,"(A65,F8.4)") "The bootstrap estimated standard error for the wrong power 
is", stderrxy2t 
write(3,*) "" 

print*," 11 

print*,"Two dep samples, where both X and Y are serially correlated for 95TH 
PERCENTILE" 
print* ,"=====~-=========--=--==1! 

print*, "The powers are", probd2, probd2t 
print*, "The bootstrap estimated standard error for the power is", stderrd2, stderrd2t 
print*, "" 

e(3, *) "================---=----- 11 

write(3,*)"Two dep samples, where both X and Y are serially correlated for 95TH 
PERCENTILE" 
write(3, *) "==--=============-=--===fI 
write(3,"(A12,F8.3)") "The power is", probd2 
write(3,*) "" 
write(3,"(A12,F8.3)") "The wrong power is", probd2t 
write(3,*) "" 
write(3,"(A56,F8.3)") "The bootstrap estimated standard error for the power is", 
stderrd2 
write(3,*) "" 
write(3,"(A65,F8.3)") "The bootstrap estimated standard error for the wrong power 
is", stderrd2t 
write(3,*) "" 



print * ," - I1 

print*,"Two ind samples, where both X and Y are serially correlated for 90TH 
PERCENTILE" 

======= =======- - =----- 11 

print*, "The powers are", probxy 1, probxy 1 t 
print*, "The bootstrap estimated standard error for the power is", stderrxy 1, stderrxy It 

print*, "" 

write(3, ) * I!== -----p---p-p----p--- 

write(3,*)"Two ind samples, where both X and Y are serially correlated for 90TH 
PERCENTILE" 

write(3,"(A12,F8.4)") "The power is", probxy 1 
write(3,*) "" 
write(3,"(A12,F8.4)") "The wrong power is", probxylt 
write(3,*) "" 
write(3,"(A56,F8.4)") "The bootstrap estimated standard error for the power is", 
stderrxy 1 
write(3,*) "" 
write(3,"(A65,F8.4)") "The bootstrap estimated standard error for the wrong power 
is", stderrxy 1 t 
write(3,*) "" 

print*," ---- - I1 

print*,"Two dep samples, where both X and Y are serially correlated for 90TH 
PERCENTILE" 
print*,"--------==-------p-----------ll 

print*, "The probability of rejecting null hypothesis when it is false is", probdl, 
probd 1 t 
print*, "The bootstrap estimated standard error for the power is", stderrdl, stderrdl t 

print*, "" 

write(3, ) * I!=---- ----- 

write(3,*)"Two dep samples, where both X and Y are serially correlated for 90TH 
PERCENTILE" 
-te(3, *) " = = = = = ~ = = ~ - = - ~ ~ ~ - = = - ~ = = = ~ ~ ~ ~ l  

write(3,"(Al2,F8.3)") "The power is", probdl 
write(3,*) "" 
write(3,"(A12,F8.3)") "The wrong power is", probdlt 
write(3,*) "" 
write(3,"(A56,F8.3)") "The bootstrap estimated standard error for the power is", 
stderrd 1 
write(3,*) "" 
write(3,"(A65,F8.3)") "The bootstrap estimated standard error for the wrong power 
is", stderrdl t 
write(3,*) "" 

WM37*) "@@@@@@@@@@@@End @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@I1 

close(Unit=3) 
end program Powertest-value 
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